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INTRODUCTION
 

The third in a ceries of consultant panels convened
 
by ICA, Office of Public Health, for the purposes of obtaining
 
guidance in planning further steps in the Community Water Supply
 
Develcpment Program, and for effecting maximum coordination be
tween WHO, PAHO, and ICA, met in Washington, April 12-14, 1960o
 

Participants included recognized engineering authori
ties from educational institutions, professional associates,
 
private practice, equipment manufacturing association, the tech
nical publishing field, and from State, Federal, and International
 
agencies.
 

Opening the formal sessions of the panel, Dr. Campbell,

Director, Office of Public Health, outlined the background and
 
objectives of the meeting. As early as April, 1958, the ICA staff
 
started planning for a Community Water Supply Development Program
 
It wa proposed that the boS 0 spearhead a world-wide attack on the
 
gastro-intestinal diseases through the stimulation of national
 
programs to provide safe water supplies for human needs. The pur
pose of this program is to assist countries develop business-type,
 
self-sustaining and self-generative iater supply institutions to
 
plan, aid in financing, construction and management of water
 
supply systems. The program was actually initiated in Fiscal Year
 
1960 with an allotment of $1,000,000 to ICA out of which grants of
 
$300,0Ou and $200,000 have been made to WHO and PAHO, respectively.
 

Dr. Campbell pointed out that safe water supply is a
 
public health cornerstone and that this program admirably meets
 
mutual security program.criteria:
 

Io In terms of feasibility it ranks very high.
 
Community water supplies are popular with cooperating country
 
cfficials and with the people.
 

2. Water is not only the key factor in the control of
 
diarrheal diseases but contributes substantially to the reduc
tion of lice, scabies and filth among population groups.
 

3. For economic progress, safe, potable water is
 
essential to the health and increased efficiency of the labor force
 
and t the establishment and growth of industry.
 

4. The program is conceived on the basis of maximum
 
utilization of community resources to supply potable water to their
 
people, thus reducing the drain on state and national governments.
 



5. Perhaps most important of all, this is a positive
 
program which is self-sustaining and self-generating. It has a
 
cumulative and compounding effect on the health, social and eco
nomic development of the local comnunity and the nation.
 

Supporting statements were also made by Mr. Kleine and
 
Mr. Grant of ICA; Mr. Mulliken of OES, State; Mr. Kaplan of U-MSC,
 
State; Mr. Mark Hollis, USPHS; and Dr. Gonzales of PAHO. Mr. Hollis
 
in particular emphasized that this is not a crash program, but that
 
it is long-term and developmental in nature. He went on to say that
 
water is still the key to man's progress and his development -- we
 
cannot afford the expense of being without it.
 

Mr. Kleine emphasized the self-sustaining principle of
 
water supply development, and the need to "gear this technique to
 
the ability of the area to support it not only financially but
 
through the manpower resources that they will have, to maintain the
 
system after - - - it is built."
 

Mr. Crant urged positive steps to document the value of
 
water to industry, especially small industry; pointed to the basic
 
need to establish methods for funding water supplies for villages,
 
small towns and medium-sized cities; and in referring to the prob
able limitations of available capital loans and grants - both
 
external and central governmert - concluded that "It is for this
 
reason that we have laid such stress on the importance of the de
velopment of indigenous, self-sustaining institutions that can
 
cope with this problem. I think it is demonstrated that people
 
are willing to pay for water if an appropriate system can be
 
evolved to secure the payments."
 

The importance of "the impact of water supply programs
 
upon the economic and the social progress of these communities and
 
countries, and on their stability" was the theme of Mr. Mulliken's
 
remarks.
 

Dr. Wolman outlined the nature and extent of the problem,
 
pointing out that community water supplies represent a capital in
vestment which will bring a return not only in social, economic and
 
health benefits, but in monetary values as well as in reduced
 
insurance rates and increased property values. Water is a commodity
 
which should pay for itself. In undertaking this program, we should
 
not think of the total capital investment required and then decide
 
we cannot afford it, but rather think about it in terms of monthly
 
rates sufficient to pay the cost of operation and maintenance and to
 
repay capital expenditures.
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Dr. Baity, WHO; Mr. Shipman, PAHO and Mr. Board, ICA
 
briefly discussed the planning and implementation to date.
 

The panel formulated certain fundamental principles and
 
guidelines based on prepared working papers related to four
 
distinct program elements. The four panel sub-groups emphasized

the importance of relating their reports to the local conditions 
encountered. 



REPORT OF TASK GROUP A 

QUANTITATIVE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT A!'D COI'0MUNITY WATER SUPPLIES 

INTRODUCTION 

Large numbers of community water supply systems can
 
be financed and built only to the extent that they attract in
vestment capita]. from banks, development funds and individuals
 
of the communities° Greater emphasis must therefore be placed
 
on the total economic advantages of municipal supplies than
 
has heretofoi3 been the case. This will require that the public

healt,. as well as industrial, commercial and civic advantages of
 
community water supplies be expressed in terms of economic 
benefits insofar as this is possible.
 

This report provides a basis for measuring some of
 
the economic returns that can be expected from community water
 
supplies* in developing areas of the world, it also emphasizes
 
other less tar gible ones,
 

WATER SUPPLY AND)ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Economic development in any given country begins

when forces are mobilized to control and modify the physical

environment in ways which yield productive change. This re
quires a change from the traditional agricultural eoonomy

(common to the underdeveloped areas of the world) to an indus
trial economy, with increasing capital investments in services
 
and industry. In the development from primitive to highly

industrialized economies, the American economic historian
 
W. W. Rustow has classified five stages:
 

1. Traditional economies,
 

*It is importalt to recognize that many existing 
community water supplies are inadequate and do not meet the
 
minimum requirements necessary for economic development. These
 
minimum requirements are that the supply:
 

lo Be reliable, 4. Be of good quality, 

2. Provide 24-hour service, 5. Be adequate in quantity, 

3. Provide adequate pressure, 6. Be piped into or to the 
premises of all consumers
 
or made available nearby.
 

Systems will attain their desired objectives only if
 
they are effectively planned, operated and managed. 
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2. The transition period, 

3. Take-off, 

4. The maturing econony, 

5. Period of mass consumption. 

Each of these stages requires an increasing percent
age of industrial workers and a larger capital investment in
 
productive enterprise. Overhead capital investments are essential to provide the service facilities required, which include:
 
ports and docks, railroads, power, police protection, education,
 
irrigation and, importantly, community water supplies.
 

COM 'UNITY WATER SUPPLY AS A CAPITAL IVESTMENT 

Water is not only a physiological necessity but pro
vides a sex-vice essential to public health and to commercial
 
and industrial development. As well as being a key and essen
tial element in this process, water supply systems can be
 
self-supporting and self-generating. Water is a saleable com
modity and it is traditional in the United States and many

other countries to pa-, for it by !eans of revenues from the 
consumers and taxes frnxr beneficiaries which cover fixed costs,
operation and maintenance, Wherever this custom has been estab
lished, the costs of water suply systems are being met by the
 
communities served. Almost without exception, electric light

and power services throughout the world are operated on the 
basis of selling a commodity to the public which pays accord
ing to amount used. A much larger number of people in the less 
developed areas has installed electric services than water
 
services. 
They also pay a much higher price for electricity.

There is no inherent reason why community water supplies cannot 
be operated on a similar basis.
 

INDUSTRIAL AIND COMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

Industrial and commercial development implies special
ized labor and urbanization. Community water supply is essen
tial to the development and maintenance of a vigorous, produc
tive urban community and is not nerely a service but, in effect, 
a spearhead of economic developnlent.
 

While individual supplies can serve an interim need,
experience has showL that these cannot meet the wide ofrange
demands (residential, commercial and industrial) which result 
from an expanding economy. If adequate, reliable supplies of 
water are not available, there is a definite limit to economic 
development. Provision must be made not only for immediate needs
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but for the expanding requirements which have been evidenced
 
in countries such as the United States (approximately 60% of
 
U0 S. municipal supply in cities of over 10,000 is sold to
 
commerce and industry), As William Mulholland stated in 1920
 
in answer to the query as to when Los Angeles would need the
 
increased supply which he was advocating. "If you don't get
 
it, you'll never need it "
 

The five essentials for industrial development in
 
a community are: Labor supply; Power; Transportation; Raw
 
Materials; Water Supply.
 

Water, like power, fulfills not only a service function
 
but has important collateral benefits. In providing water for
 
commerce and industry, the economic base of the water supply
 
system is extended; this permits economies in water production

and lowers the cost for all consumers. Community water supplies
 
not only stimulate industry in general but generate a series
 
of specialized industries for the production of pipe, specials,

bathroom and kitchen fixtures and plumbing supplies in general.
 
New and improved housing is another important by-product resul
ting from community water supplies.
 

The availability of water is routinely used in the
 
United States as an attraction to industry, The New York State
 
Department of Commerce, for example, has a special report which
 
is used to advertise the wide range of ground and surface supplies
 
available for industrial use. The Tennessee Valley Authority
 
actively promotes industrial development in their area and en
courages industry to locate where the available supplies best
 
meet their special needs, The Simpsonville-Fountain Inn area
 
in South Carolina developed a new water supply for the primary
 
purpose of attracting industry; a $900,000 bond issue was ap
proved by a ratio of 6h:l by the population of 1290. In two
 
years new industries alone provided employment for some 1500
 
persons and property values have doubled and in some cases
 
trebled.
 

In Puerto Rico, the number of industrial customers
 
served by the island-wide Water and Sewer Authority increased
 
from 775 in 1949-50 to 1h98 in 1958-59, an increase of approxi
mately -- 2C0%° Industrial water revenues in 1958-59 amounted
 
to $h98,436o
0 0, or about 7% of the total water revenue. The
 
increase in commercial water sales during the same period was
 
even greater and amounted to almost 30% of the 1958-59 revenue.
 
Under the former unreliable municipal systems which existed
 
before 19h6, this phenomenal commercial and industrial growth

would not have been possible0 These customers furthermore re
duced the cost of water to residential consumers.
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Water supplies were built in key cities in the Rio Doce
 
valley in Brazil about 19h5, up to which time economic develop
ment had been very slow. The succeeding period, however, has
 
been characterized by a rapid growth in industrial development and
 
population, largely due to the availability of water.
 

PUBLIC HEALTH
 

A safe and adequate supply of water for human needs
 
is absolutely essential to a healt1yand productive life. One
 
of the major causes of debility and illness in the less developed
 
countries are the diseases cormvonly transmitted through water or
 
which are widespread due to lack of it. These include a variety
 
of diarrheal and dysenteric diseases and a large group of virus
 
diseases. Community water supply is not only a key element in the
 
control of these diseases but the ready availability of water con
tributes substantially to the reduction in scabies, lice, and
 
filth-borne disease.
 

Several investigators have developed guides and approaches
 

to the quantificati:-,n of thence public health benefits. 

1 - CamrpLell & forehead - "Productive Years" 

The authors analyze the population distribution to
 
determine the percentage in the productive age group, those
 
between 20 and 65. The population in this group provides the
 
wealth which supports the remainder, and to a large extent de
termines the standard of living of the country as a whole.
 

2 o- eisbrod - "Stream of Earnings Method" 

!:ased on the median income and consumption of high
 
school graduates of the U. S., Weisbrod calculated and plotted
 
curves for the !resent value of net fiture earnings by age and
 
sex using annual discount rates of 4% and 10%. Loss of life
 
is considered as the loss of a productive unit.
 

3 - Direct Methods
 

Wagner and Wannoni in Venezuela analyzed the cost of
 
community water supplies in terms of fixed costs, operation and
 
maintenance. This cost was compared to the increase in produc
tivity due to the reduction in premature death, illness and
 
medical costs, as well as the savings effected in providing
 
water by other less efficient means. The return on the invest
ment was 800%.
 

Atkins calculated the entire costs of water supplies
 
and latrines in several countries as compared to the cost of
 
typhoid fever, diarrhe2 and enteritis. He reported that the
 
entire cost could be recovered in from two to five years.
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Many papers are available in the literature showing 
the direct relationship between the provision of safe water
 
supplies and the reduction in water borne disease. 

OTHER BENEFITS 

Among the other measurable returns from community 
water supplies is the increase in property values which in
evitably occurs. This increase may be due to the convenience
 
of having an adequate supply of pure water readily available
 
for residential use, or because of the economic value of the
 
water to a business or industry occupying the property.
 

Another measurable return occurs when water carrying
 
or vending systems are abandoned in favor of a piped supply.
 
The manpower released from carrying water is thus made avail
able for more productive purposes.
 

A return which is more intangible, but nevertheless
 
very real, is the feed-back which develops as a result of ade
quate community water supplies. Water triggers the upward
 
spiral of improved health, social and economic development;

better health permits more effective education which in turn 
stimulate increased productivity and a higher standard of living
which compounds the upward trend. Concomittantly the availa
bility of water makes possible the development of commerce and 
industry which, because it also has this important feed-back
 
characteristic provides further impetus to the upward spiral.
 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Develop methodology for a more accurate determination
 
of the cost-benefit ratios of community water supplies.
 

2. Prepare guidelines for sanitary engineers for the
 
determination of economic benefits of community water supplies.
 

3. Give wide publicity to the ICA position with regard
 
to community water supplies and economic development.
 

4. Sponsor or co-sponsor a symposium on the economic im
pact of community water supplies in order to bring together engi
neers, economists, bankers and others concerned with economic 
development and technical cooperation. 
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BASIC CONSID;-,.ATI )iS P1 PLANNIN LOCAL
 
INSTITITIONS FOR C , 'MI'IJ].TY WATER SUPTLY DEVELOPMENT
 

ATID MAUAGEf,:ENT
 

FOREWORD 

Task (roun "B11 of a ranel o.' Sanitaiy Engineering 
Consultants to ICA, which met in Washingtnn, D.C., April. 12-14h1960,' 
revised a working raper on the title subject prepared by Alfred H. 
ieters, Sanitary Engineer Consultant to ICA and Paul S. Fox, 

Sanitary Engineer, ICA, Sugrested changes, mostly of a clarifying 
nature, were accepted by the authors and incorporated in the paper 
which, as revised, was adopted by the Task UIroup as its report.
 

The Task Groip recornizd the neccssity of tailoring

organizations to meet svec:if.c needs and conditions on a
 
country by country basis, 

It is hoped that, the reliort may be usefuil in developing
 
guidelines for assisting coolirating governments in planning the
 
improvement or establishment c.f organizations responsible for
 
community water s,,pplies. 

INTROD(1CTIOI 

It is obvious that no single pattern of governmental
 
structure for the development and management of community
 
water supplies in developing countries can be devised to fit
 
all situation,;. However there are certain general principles 
which might apply to all ccuitries upon which individual
 
country organizations, tailored to meet prevailing situations,
 
can be used. Su(:-ested principlos are presented for the
 

vpanel s eonsideriL.n, 

In the develolping cnitries many of the smaller
 
cities have no piped water, In most of the cities, including
 
the largest, the present systems are inadequate, the water
 
quality is questionable, large segments of the population 
have intermittent or no service, and many older systems, due 
to obsolescence and deterioration, are in need of replacement. 
Intestinal disease morbidity and mortality rates (water borne 
or water connected) are generally high. Usually maintenance 
and operation are unsatisfactory due to several factors including 
insufficient funds, poorly trainedand underpaid personnel and 
lack of good adwinistration. 

It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss 
the physical ne.-eds but rather discussion will be confined to 
the orL anizational needs for development and manarement of 
water systems., 

http:MI'IJ].TY


PESENT STATUS 0? ORIAi' ZATIDhJS 

At the present the adinistration and management of 
public water supT-lies varies so widely in developing countries 
that it is imroe;si[le to discuss all the variations -in this:.,. 
brief pajler. however certain rrocedures are quite common and 
are briefly descriliu. 

~ "Resyo~~!s i:iKt 7 'or P blic Water Supply 

The losohy thai so le level of government should
 
furnish wator T-id that it should be essentially "free" to the
 
consumer is very general. This philosophy is held not only by
 
the users of water but it is accepted in varying degrees by
 
many governments. 

Design
 

A national or state agency is normally responsible
 
for design of small and medium sized supplies. Sometimes this
 
responsibility is divided between two or more agencies. Design
 
is usually by the staff(s) of the responsible af ency(ies) of
 
all but the large systems, where frequlently private consulting
 
engineers are emnloyedo In a few of the large cities municipal
 
agencies (usually public works departments) are responsible for
 
design either by their own staffs or by private consulting
 
engineers. Design and construction by the same private company
 
is not uncommon.
 

Financing
 

In smaller communities grants from national or state
 
government5 for constructions costs, often for 100% of the total
 
cost, are very common° Appropriations made directly to the
 
constructing agency for the construction of specified projects
 
in lieu of direct ;.rants to each municipality is a common
 
procedure for smaller cities. Where a municipality, usually
 
a large city, is responsible for its own construction grants 
may be made directly to the municipality. Loans by the national 
or stato government are less common than grants. Where made 
they are frequently from some special fund such as insurance,
 
social security, etc., and at interest rates considerably
 
below the prevailing bank or private investment institution
 
rates.
 

Finance ministries, central banks or other governmental
 
iianance agencies often exercise considerable influence on
 
appropriations for water supplies by their overall control of
 
budg ts, imports, exchange rates, etc.
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Fixing rate schodules is usually the responsibility of
 
the municipality, however, this is frequently subject to review
 
and approval by the responsible national or state fiscal agency.
 
Collection of water revenues and disbursements are also usually
 
local responsibilities.
 

Construction 

In the smaller cities construction is by an agency of the 
national or state government usually a public works department. Larger
 
works are sometimes done by contract under the supervision of the
 
national or state construction agency. In a few of the largest cities
 
construction is carried out by the municipal authorities usually by
 
contract.
 

Operation and Maintenance
 

This generally is the responsibility of the municipality

with little or no help or supervision from the state or national government.
 

Coordination
 

Often there is lack of coordination between the agencies
 
responsible for design, financing, construction, maintenance and
 
operation and for necessary expansion.
 

Comprehensive Planning
 

There is usually no comprehensive study of needs, coordinated
 
planning or system of r.riorities for wator works development.
 

Summary
 

The most common procedure is for a local government, or a
 
group of interested citizens, to request funds from the state or
 
national legislative body for construction of a water system. Line item
 
appropriations are made for specific projects and the funds are turned 
over to the national or state construction agency which designs, or
 
supervises design and constructs, or supervises construction of, the
 
project. When construction is completed the project is turned over to
 
the local government for operation and maintenance including the
 
collection of service charges. Ordinarily the municipality makes no
 
provision in its rate structure to provide for any extension of service 
or for replacements due to obsolescence or deterioration. Therefore
 
when expansion or replacements are needed the municipality must go again
 
to the state or national government for another grant.
 

Notable exceptions to the above generalized present conditions
 
are programs in Puerto Rico, India, Mexico, Brazil and others.
 

CONDITIONS AFFECTIT!l P!JBLIC 'T ITER SUPPLY POGPAMS 

Among the existing conditions which adversely affect public
 
water supply programs are: 

1. The philosophy that water is free and that some
 



1. 	(cont.) level of gover:,ment should furnish
 
water at little or no cost to the consumer
 
is very conxon. 

2. 	 The incomes of the vast majority of the people 
are very low and hence ability to pay is limited. 

3. 	Revenue from nser3 generally is insufficient
 
to pay for maintenance and operation, to say 
nothing of debt service, necessary extensions
 
and 	replacements.
 

h. 	Delinquent arcounts are generally high with
 
no provision for collection or no effort to
 
collect back accounts.
 

5. 	 Services are usually unmetered, except in
 
large cities, which results in undue wastage

of water, thus increasing costs and/or
 
requiring curtailed services.
 

6. 	Many existing systems have deteriorated due to
 
lack of maintenance and repair, with a result
 
that leaka;e is high in the systems.
 

7. 	Where construction funds are from national or
 
state funds no provision is made for operation,
 
or supervision of operation, or for necessary
 
extensions, repairs and maintenance. When
 
the construction organization has completed its
 
work, the system is turned over to the community
 
with no further responsibility on the part of
 
the construction agency.
 

8. 	There is lack of comprehensive planning and
 
establishing a system of priorities for the
 
orderly implementation of a nation-wide program.
 

9. 	Divided responsibilities for the various aspects

of water surply development has resulted in
 
wasteful overlapping competition among agencies
 
and 	gaps in effective management.
 

10. 	Often appropriations for individual projects
 
are grossly inadequate and the money thus spent
 
is largely wasted. 

11. 	 Little provision is made for quality control.
 

12. 	 It is difficult to economically serve an entire
 
metropolitan complex by a group of independent
 



12. 	 (cont. ) w.at.er sJyJ.t .s, in casc of' cities wiJth
 
confltJ.flous indejpenrc -it ',-)t1J.cal subdivisions.
 

13. 	Original construction costs, and major extensions
 
or replacements are usually financed wholly or in
 
part by national or state grants. Alpropriations
 
are frequently made for individual municipalities
 
as a result of political pressure.
 

14. 	Water works projects are in a highly competitive

position with other necessary vublic works projects 
at all levels of government. Total budgets for
 
public works are very limited in light of the
 
overall needs.
 

15. 	 Many countries must import large percentages of
 
equipment, material and supplies.
 

16. 	 In srite of cheap labor construction costs are
 
often relatively high due to cost of material
 
and equipment, import requirements and restrictions,
 
use of hand labor and general inefficiency,
 

17. 	Public funds available for loan to municipalities
 
are very limited in amount and the market is
 
highly competitive. Where interest rates on loans from public
 
funds are low, these rates in effect represent government

subsidies.
 

18. 	 Money available for loans from private sources 
is limited in amount, the market is also highly 
competitive, and the interest rates are very high. 

19. 	Comparatively little money from international
 
or foreign government lending agencies has been
 
available for water suprlies. The few loans
 
that 	have been made for water supFlies have been
 
to large cities.
 

20. 	Little, if any, foreign pihvate capita]. ias been
 
available for water supply loans.
 

21. 	Where grants are made by the national or state
 
governments no special tax or other revenues
 
are earmarked for water supply and thus there
 
is no assurance of continuity of the program.
 

From 	information available theiewill be a continuing
 
need for subsidies in the form of grants or low interrest loans,
 
or a combination of the two in most instances, for some time
 
in the future.
 



GENE RAL P1 INC I J,,S
 

Ifnile there are ra-, variatiohs in governmental philosophy 
and structure in the devclopIn- col ntries, c-:rtain general principles 
which have b-,en applied soccessfully in the more developed countries 
might be useful in considerin- organizational structures for the 
development and manaement of water syskems in the developing 
countries. The followi.n ,broad principles are sug,,ested:
 

1. 	 Water surply should be consi(;ered a utility, 
the same as electricity, gas, or telephone, and 
the users and beneficiaries should pay the full 
cost of su, lying wator, 

2. 	 Community wiater supply revelopment and managemenib 
should-he the resp,-onsibility of a single agency 
of giovernment with full legal authority 

A single agenc, at the municip;al or metropolitan 
area level is Lost adapted to carry out this 
responsibility in more develop~ed countries. In
 
less developed countries complete development
 
and management at this l-vel of government is
 
generally not now feasible in smaller cities.
 

In countries where i;unicipal mena.-e:.ent is not 
feasible a sinKle autonomous national state or 
regional aithority or a corbination thereof 
would ar ear to be the best solution, 

3. 	 National state or regional programs should be so 
designed that the municipalities would undertake 
responsibilities as rapidly as possible with the 
aim of ultimately takin- over the complete
 
management of water supplies. These might be
 
accomplished in steps in the following order:
 

a. 	Operation and maintenance
 

b. 	Extension of service and replacements
 

c. 	Major new construction
 

4. Until community water systems become self-liquidating
 
a long term financing r-lan should be adopted,9 under
 
the national or state plan, to assure a source of
 
annual grant and/or loan funds sufficient to meet
 
the needs within a reasonable period of time.
 

5. 	The agency responsible for community water supply,
 
at whatever level of government, should be fully
 
staffed with well trained, competent, full-time
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5. personnel to carry out the necessary technical, 
administrative and managnement functions. Avail
able man-power resources of the country, including
 
professional and technical personnel engaged in 
private practice bhould be effectively utilized.
 

6. 	Since water, or lack of water, in most underdeveloped
 
countries constitutes one of the most Lrortant 
public health problems, the national (or state) public
 
health arenc- should have a basic resporsbilility in
 
any water surplr prorran regardless of the type of 
organization. It should be the rrimary agency of 
government responsible for the promrotion of community 
water sur'lies. Likewise it should have a basic 
responsibility as to water ouality control. 

7. 	 Where water resources agencies have been or will be 
established, comrunity water sujply should have 
first priority in the allocation of water and responsi
bility for community water sup.-ly mana-ement should 
be in a separate agency, outside the water resources
 
agency.
 

ORGANIZATION
 

The best type of organization to develop and manage
 
water supply programs, under the existing conditions in developing

countries, will vary widely from country to coontr7 depending upon 
several factors including:
 

1. 	Size and oplation of country. 

2. 	Dispersal of populations and degree of, and trend
 
towards urbanization.
 

3. 	 Basic structure of government. 

a. 	De-ree of autonorrv of subdivisions of national
 
government, (states, mun.cipalities and other
 
local government s). 

b. 	Authority and ability to impose taxes of various
 
types and collect revenues at each level of
 
government.
 

c. 	Trends towards giving greater responsibility
 
and authority to state and/or local governments

for self.-rule including authority to levy taxes 
and raise_ revenue. 



4. Philosophy of the -overnment and the people as
 
to responsibility for furnishing water.
 

5. 	Attitude of the people and the government officials
 

toward changes from status quo.
 

6. 	Water resources of the country.
 

7. 	EconorAic reczorccs cf the country. 

8. 	Indstrialization an!3 trends. 

1unicip al llanagM 	 men'l 

In most coiitiries the ulti.ate goal should be the 
com-lete manaereit otr the water systems, including responsibility
for design, financing and construction and operation and mainten
ance by municipalities or metropolitan areas. Financing should 
be on an coi Lita! 1' '..asis nd ::Tt ',1clWe realistic service 
charges, front foot or squ:are foot assessnr-ents, and ad valorem 
taxes. In a fewi large cities, which have reasonably good basic 
water systems at the rrnsent time but need extensions, replace
ments and imrrovre operation, th ,,lan may be feasible within 
the reasonably near frtuire. 

TiLs plan does not appear to be feasible however in the 
near future for ti,., vast iajority of srialler cities and -any 
larger ones for the following reasons: 

1. 	 Inability an'i/or unrillingness of the majority of 
the 	people to Pay full costs.
 

2. 	Lack of 'rained 'crsonnel to design, construct, or
 
to supervise design and construction, and to manage
 
a water syster.
 

3. 	 Lack of --o,,;rrs (:2rvr:. nitioral or state governments) 
to carry olit those respensibilities. 

h. 	 Taxing owers ari(1 other mcans of raisin'r revenue
preearpted by the national and/cr state governments. 

5. Inability to borrow money at reasonable interest
 

rates and for sufficientlr long terms. 

6. 	Restrictions on imports. 

7. 	Lack of stocks of supplies, materials and equip
ment necessary for adequate maintenance, operation 
and expansion, and/or lack of suppliers of such 
commodities. 



8. 	 Relative high cost of construction due to lack of 
local manufacture of suTplies, materials and 
equipment and to inefficient methods, labor and 
supervision. 

In addition to the above reasons, the concept of
 
ultimate complete admrinistration of a water system by a munici
pality is likely to face obstacles in many countries. For the 
most part the national governrents have a greater deiree of 
sovereignity than, for instance, in the USA and other federations 
of sovereign states. There is a ide variation in r.owers of 
states or provinces rangin, fro ver-r few functions (Costa Rica) 
to countries where the states or urovinces enjoy a great deal of 
authority for self Goverr:.;ent in rnan-T -iatters (Brazil). 

Likew.se, powers delegated to municijaliti-s for home 
rule vary widely. Where the state or province is weak a munici
pality is actually a creature of the national government. Where 
the state is relatively strong most of the -owers of t he munici
pality stem from the state. 

There is lithely to be resistance to granting munfci
palities power over admin' stration of water suprlies, together 
rith the power for raising necessary revenues, without broadening 
municipal power generally. To strengthen municipal government
 
generally is not within the score of a con-nunity water supply 
program and thus the attainment of the above concept may be ouite
 
limited.
 

Autonorn.ous Nati;nal State or Regional Agency 

With the difficulties noted above it would arrear
 
that some tyne of autonomous rational agency would be the best 
interim ar-roach. In some countries, with widely varying 
economic and social conditions, and where the states (or pro
vincial governments) have a sufficient degree of sovereignity, 
autonomous state or regional authorities may be preferable. 
In any case the authority sho,ld be at the lowest level of 
government which can effectively administer the program.
 

A National state or regional authority:
 

1. 	Would be better able to impose adequate rates
 
and collect water revenues thanwould local
 
authorities.
 

2. 	Could more economically, build and maintain a 
trained staff competent to administer such a 
program than co-ld individual municipalities, 
and would be able to train and supervise local 
personnel who would ultimately take over certain 
aspects of the program, such as maintenance and
 
operation,
 

http:Likew.se
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3. CoV st,& tw rtire s-uco :.)f-,ox'nu'rn t, 
the intcr-relation'hips betwe-n ,:Yiffrent levels 
of' government, insofar as water 1u"1 s concerned 

anO 	reco!.end cha-r~cs to gi!ve the .rnicil-alities 
the 	neOed autonomy to carrj out greater resironsi
bilitieo: and ho alithority to -rovide financing. 

4. 	 Cou'd studr the ntor-'relationships at different 
levels of gov,-rnr.ient arid reco!rnnd changes in tax 
structures which wruiId Letter enable municipalities 
to carrr a greater r"art of the f-inancial load. 

5. 	Could, witi the fiiuancial Lackir,!7 o" the entire 
country (or state), secure internal and external 
loans at much more advantageous interest rates 
and ter-s. Wherc in'icated they would re-loan 
money from thi s central fund to individual 
communities. 

6. 	Could better seek relaxation of restrictions on
 
necessary imyorts.
 

7. 	Could more economicallyvaintain stockjiles of 
materials, surFlies and equipment needed for
 
construction, repair and maintenance.
 

8. 	ColcdI survey tho n-eds, the Fot ontialities and 
encuraCe the develorient of induistry for the local 
manufacture of water sulplv -: ,eds in the country 
and better dovelop a comrrot-,t tabor force for 
construction. 

9. 	Would be better able than individual municipalities
 
to economically administer water services in a
 
large metropolitan complex.
 

10. 	 Could be of assistance in developing a plan for
 
eventual administration of a metropolitan supply
 
1-y a 	metropolitan aithority. 

A national, state or regional authority should preferably

be autonomous. If a semi-autonomous authority is established
 
within an existing ministry such an authority should have broad
 
powers and its functions should be entirely separated from other
 
functions of the ministry. 

The authority might have complete responsibility for
 
all aspects of community water supply development and management

throughout the entire country (or state or regional) 
or it might

have limited responsibilities. 
Where a competent construction
 
agency exists a country might i.rish to continue utilizing such an
 
agency. The same might apply to engineering design, quality control,
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operation and maintenance or supervision therof. There should
 
be, however, a national (or state or regional) authority with
 
the responsibility for co-prehensive planning, establishing

priorities, preparing and submitting budgets, issuing bonds and
 
borrowing money, making loans or grant 
to cormipunities and
 
exercising general control 
over other agencies to who. certain
 
functions may have been delegated thus assuring an integrated
 
program. Even where substantial segments of the work have been
 
delegated to other agencies of government, the national authority

4hould have sufficient taff to carTr out its reonsibilities
 
and not be dependent ii on staffs of other a~encies.
 

Water Resources
 

In some c.ntries, Farticulariy those with short supply
of water, agencies with broad authority over all water resources 
have been established or are being considered. 

Ordinarily the Iprincipal fun'tien of a water resources
 
agency is to develop and implement a comprehensive plan for the

best use of water to meet the needs of the people in a nation
 
or water basin. In water-short areas there is frequently

conflict between water uses and thus it becomes necessary to
 
allocate available water for variouis uses. 
It is a generally

accepted concept that public water s1'-l. is the highest water 
use and that therefore in a water allocation pro.rnm, public

water sup-ly s hoi7ld receive pri ority corsideratJ on in any water
 
allocation program.
 

In t he majority of cases in the more developed countries,
development of community water supmli.-.s has been for a single

purpose--domestic and industrial use--even in 
 waler-short areas.
 
Therefore the actual development and management of such supplies
should not be 7laced within a water resources agency. If the
design and construction of multi-purpose iml-oundments are to 
be carried out by a water resources agency, then of course,
storage for public water sunplv purposes world bpcome a part of 
the project. Likewise the construction of a conduit or aqueduct
carrying water for multiple purposes, including water for public
supplies, might be a flnction of the water resources agency.
However, from the point of take-off for municipal purposes the 
design, construction and management should be the responsibility
of a separate public water supply authority.
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bASIC CIi..SE:mx IK !! i'LA! ::1.G LUCAL 
INSTITUTIONS FOR C, 2 .J7;ITY WATR SUI±-LY DEVELOPMENT 

Summary of 
Recommendations:
 

It is obvious that no single pattern of governmental
 
structure for the development and management of community
 
water supplies in developing countries can be devised to
 
fit 	all situation. However, there are general principles

which might apply to all countries and upon which individual 
country organizations can be tailored to meet prevailing
 
situations. They are as follows:
 

1. 	11ater supply should be considered a public utility.
 
2. 	Development and management should be the responsibility
 

of a single agency of government with full legal authority.
 
3. 	 The responsible agency should be staffed with competent 

full-time personnel. 
4. 	Public health agencies should be responsible for 

promotion of community water supplies and foj quality 
control.
 

5. 	Community water supply should have first priority in the 
allocation of water and the responsibility for management
 
should be separate from any water resources agency.
 

In planning an organization to develop and manage a water
 
supply program consideration should be given to: the size and
 
population of the country; the dispersal of the population; the
 
basic structure of government; the water and economic resources;
 
and 	the industrializaticn trends.
 

Some type of autonomous national agency appears to be the
 
best interim approach to the problem. It could impose and collect
 
adequate water rates; build and maintain a competent staff; secure
 
external and internal loans with the backing of the national govern
ment; maintain or supervise the maintenance of adequate stockpiles
 
of equipment and supplies; encourage the local manufacture of
 
needed items; and develop plans for the eventual administration of
 
metropolitan supplies by a metropolitan authority,,
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REPORT OF TASK GROUP C 

UTILIZATION OF WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY ENGINEERS
 
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
 

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
 

The implementation of the Community Water Supply Pro
gram is dependent upon effective utilization and training of
 
engineering personnel. 
The following basic assumptions appear
 
justified.
 

(a) The action of the Twelfth World Health Assembly
 
and the Directing Council, Pan American Health
 
Organization, reflect a world-wide desire for
 
this program, which is a cornerstone of public
 
health and economic development, to move forward
 
as rapidly as possible. Widespread support of
 
the special funds necessary by several of the
 
member nations would substantiate this desire.
 

(b) 	Many of the facets of this program are engi
neering in nature, This will necessitate a
 
well-qualified corps of sanitary and water sup
ply engineers both at the international and
 
country levels,
 

(c) 	It will be necessary to train new sanitary

engineers in addition to reorienting engi
neers now in practice both at the international
 
and national levels,
 

(d) 	In most cases, the program will have to be adapted
 
to existing organizational patterns at the local,
 
national, and international levels9 even though
 
steps will be taken to assist in the developing
 
of more effective water supply organizations.
 

ORGANIZATIONAL PATTERN
 

The Community Water Supply Program would ordinarily

be a segment in the over-all field of water resources. A suc
cessful program can be achieved only through the coordinated ef
forts of several agencies ._ on the international level, WHO,

PAHO, and ICA; 
on the national or country level, ministries of
 
development, finance, public health, public works, and water
 
resources to cite the most obvious. 
 The assignment, training,

and orientation of engineers for this program will have to be
 
in accordance with the organizational pattern in which the engi
neer will work.
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To illustrate the administrative complexity of the
 
problem, the situation facing the engineer working for an inter
national multilateral agency such as WHO may be analyzed. In
 
its entire program WHO is geared to dealing with national govern
ments through national ministries of health. It is the voice
 
of health ministries which determines WHO policies and the
 
Secretariat of WHO is extremely sensitive to those voices. Yet
 
in a majority of the countries of the world the planning, finan
cing and construction of community water supplies is not pri
marily the function of the health ministry Much more fre
quently, this is a function of the ministry of public works0
 
It is rather naive to assume that a minister of public works
 
will consent to deal with an international agency through a
 
minister of health. (The minister of public works is on the
 
same level as the minister of health and they both have inde
pendent agencies.) He might deal through a minister of foreign
 
affairs0 The sanitary engineer must be prepared to function in
 
this type of situation0
 

An agency such as ICA which is carrying on bilateral
 
programs is better fitted to deal administratively with the
 
several ministries which may be involved in a community water
 
supply development program. Theoretically, the USOM country
 
director can call upon his various staff and they can deal with
 
the appropriate national ministry. However, also in this situ
ation the engineer must be able to cope with a sometimes
 
difficult administrative situation0 Very obviously, both at the
 
Washington level and at the overseas country level, a number of
 
units of ICA have interest in the water program, It impinges
 
on the work of the health group, the agriculture group, the
 
economic group and the utility group; and this is probably not
 
a complete list0 Currently, most of the sanitary engineering
 
competence in ICA resides in the health group0 It is essential
 
that the competence of the other disciplines concerned be
 
brought to bear on the water supply program0
 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
 

It is essential that engineering staffs on all levels
 
be capable of understanding not only the technical aspects of
 
engineering, but the socio-economic implications of the program
 
as well. They should be able to advise on financing schemes and
 
on essential governmental administration. In addition to engi
neering skills, they should have some competence in management,
 
economics, political science, sociology, environmental health,
 
and public health education, They should have the ability both
 
in the form of adaptability and imagination to utilize local
 
materials and labor to the fullest extent, and to encourage
 
establishment of local manufacturing of essential equipment and
 
materials.
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Both short-term and long-term educational programs
 
will be needed. Short-term programs such as seminars and spe
cialized short courses can be used to orient engineers who are
 
now practicing. The recent short course on financing held at
 
the Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engineering Center and the ten
week Ground Water Development Course held at the University of
 
Minesota are examples of educational efforts which have in
creased the ability of engineers to work in the community water
 
development program. Similar courses conducted or a regional
 
basis should be inaugurated as soon as possiule, It is unreal
istic to think that large numbers of engineers can be brought
 
to the United States for short-term training of this type. To
 
reach the necessary numbers the courses must be organized on a
 
national or regional basis.
 

On this long-term basis, national educational programs
 
should be established. These should utilize to the fullest
 
extent the potentials of the existing educational resources0
 
The conduct of a successful water supply Frogram will be largely
 
dependent upon the development of sound sanitary engineering
 
education. This educational program should be carried on within
 
the confines of the country. If this is impracticable, training

institutions in the same region should be utilized and developed.

In most cases, the training should be in a school of engineering.
 

Sanitary engineering education cannot yield maximum
 
benefits unless it is c.ssociated with an adequate research and
 
development program, The water supply problems peculiar to a
 
country or region demand this type of research0 Training '.n
 
the country or region may be implemented by supporting and
 
strengthening local institutions such as by the assignment of
 
foreign sanitary engineering professors to the local institu
tions. In order to prevent the exodus of trained engineers, it
 
is essential that, insofar as possible, they be trained in their
 
own country or region. However, in many cases a few well
selected faculty members will benefit particularly from training
 
outside their country,
 

Since it is not practical in many cases to use foreign
 
textbooks or the translations thereof, iL is necessary to develop
 
new texts as required by problems and state of development in a
 
particular country or region, One of the principal deficiencies
 
of sanitary engineering instruction throughout the world is the
 
absence of engineering laboratory instruction. One of the
 
objectives of any educational program should be the demonstra
tion of sanitary engineering methods and the utilization of lab
oratory experiments0 This training should stimulate the imagin
ation and ingenuity of the country engin3ers in utilizing ef
fectively local materials and equipment.
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As a means of disseminating technical information in
 
other languages, particularly with the view of keeping the eng
ineer up-to.date on developments, consideration should be given
 
to the use of local and international media. The Spanish-lan,
 
guage PAHO Boletin and AIDIS Journal, and the WHO French-lan
guage publications are but a few examples.
 

UTILIZATION OF ENGINEERING PERSONNEL
 

I ordpr' to utilize effectively the available
 
engineering manpower, it will be necessary to provide quali
fied engineers both at the international and national levels to
 
any of several agencies with specific responsibilities for the
 
implementation of conmunity water supplies. Ordinarily the
 
responsibility for water quality control is vested in health
 
ministries because of their concern with health protection and
 
promotion. Health agencies should be expected to stimulate com
munity water supply devel.opment and to participate in estab
lishing minimum guidelines to be followed in design, construction,
 
and maintenance0 Such guide].ines should be available to the
 
ministry, agency, or local entity responsible for the actual
 
design, construction, maintenance, and operation of the facil
ities. It is essential that engineers in the health ministry
 
should have competence and understanding in the many areas of
 
the water supply field in order to command the respect and ac
ceptance of the other ministries.
 

Public works or water resource ministries ordinarily
 
tvve the responsibility for the planning, financing, design,
 
construction, and imiaintenance of water supplies. Engineers,
 
both at the international and national levels with the neces
sary competence should.be assigned to those ministries. In the
 
orientation and training of engineers for assignments to health
 
or non-health agencies, the respective functions of each agency
 
should be made clear,,
 

In order to attract qualified engineers to work in 
water supply programs, steps should be taken to assure full
time employment and salaries commensurate with the responsibil
ities of the positions as compared with engineering positions in 
other agencies of the governrent. It is very important that 
the water supply engineer have professional and social status 
equal to his contemporaries in other professions0 

In order tc make maximum possible use of local re
sources, a roster should be prepared listing all trained engi
neers in a country. Frequently, there are engineers working in
 
non-engineering jobs0 There are also many sanitary engineers
 
who are working in other fields of engineering It should be
 
possible to recapture some of these engineers for water supply
 
engineering.
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ICA, WHO, and PAHO should maintain a roster of recog
nized specialized consultants who would be available fo' short
 
periods of consultation in various areas of the world as the
 
need arises.
 

It is recommended that engineers should be utilized
 
strictly at professional levels, and that maximum use should be
 
made of other professional and technical personnel. Subpro
fessionals, such as engineering aides and overseers should be
 
utilized to follow through on the routine aspects of the program.
 

The following quotation from the Second Report of the
 
Expert Committee on Environmental Sanitation of the World Health
 
Organization is particularly applicable to the Community Water
 
Supply Programs
 

"The assumption, perhaps too widely made, that
 
underdeveloped regions are not prepared for the ser
vices of the best-trained specialists in environmental
 
sanitation can readily be contested. Countries of
 
minimum resources are most in need of the highest ex
pert service available, both for diagnosis of need and
 
for planning solutions. The relegation of these
 
functions to less-adequately prepared persons results
 
from a great misunderstanding of the complexity of the
 
problems in environmental sanitation encountered in
 
areas of low economic level. These problems require
 
for their solution the impact of high intelligence,
 
training, and experience, even when the number of
 
persons possessing such qualifications is necessarily
 
a minimum, It is unsound practice literally to send
 
a boy to do a man's job."
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UTILIZATION OF WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY ENGINEERS
 
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
 

Summary of
 
Recommendations:
 

1. 	 A panel to develop specific guidelines for the education
 
and training aspects of the Community Water Supply Program
 
should be convened at an early date. An important allied
 
matter to be considered by this panel might be the question
 
of achieving and maintaining adequate professional apd social
 
status by water supply and sanitary epgineers as a means of
 
attracting qualified engineers to work in this field.
 

2. 	 Short-term and long-term training should be provided for
 
water supply and sanitary engineers at all levels. This
 
training should be carried out in the home country or in the
 
same regional area.
 

3. 	 Any sanitary engineering instruction, existing or to be 
developed, should be provided with adequate laboratory facili
ties, both for research and for developmental activities, as 
an integral part of advanced training and instructions. 

4. 	 Text books should be developed to meet the particular
 
needs in sanitary and water supply engineering in individual
 
countries or regions with the same basic problems.
 

5. 	 Sanitary engineers in the health ministries must have
 
competence in the many areas of the water supply field and
 
should be available for assignment to other ministries which
 
have responsibilities for community water supply development.
 

6. 	 Promotion and stimulation of community water supply
 
development should be a prime and priority responsibility of
 
health agencies.
 

7. 	 Guidelines for design construction and operation of com
munity water supply systems should be developed by the health
 
agencies. Quality control of water served by community water
 
supplies should be a particular responsibility of the health
 
agencies.
 

8. Water supply and sanitary engineers should be utilized
 
strictly at professional levels with a maximum use being made
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of other professional and technical personnel, as well as
 
subprofessional aides.
 

9. Rosters listing all trained engineers should be
 
developed and maintained for each country to serve as a 
possible source of technical manpower.
 

10. ICA, WHO, and PAHO should maintain a roster of
 
recognized consultants which can be drawn upon as the
 
need arises.
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REPORT OF TASK GROUP D 

REALISTIC DESIGN AND QUALITY CRITERIL. 
AS ELEMENTS IN THE ECONOMICS OF COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY DEVELOPMENT 

Io INTRODUCTION 

A. GENERAL 

The present interest and joint program of various agencies in
 
the urban water supply problem of developing countries stems largely
 
from the very large backlog of unsatisfied, acute need which has
 
accumulated in this field, that is, frm lack of physical plant. Al
though many valid reasons can be advanced in support of urban water
 
supply development, and elthough solution of' the problem is multi
faceted9 it is a truism that most of them are significant because
 
of widespread existing deficiencies in plant which are increasing 
each year.
 

Wolman has pointed out, for example, that more than 29 mil
lion people of a total urban population of some 75 million in 19
 
Latin American countries were estimated to be without water service
 
In 1958. The natural increase rate in one of these countries is at 
the annually compounded rate of 4.4% and the average for the area 
probably is in the order of 3%. The annual rate of urban population
 
increase is probably at least 5%, including some metropolitan areas 
with a much higher growth rate than the average.
 

In one of these countries (Costa Rica), the estimated per 
capita cost of needed future construction is $30. This low figure 
by comparison with U. S. experience reflects not only factors which 
Costa Rica possesses in common with many other Latin American coun
tries, such as low labor wages and modest hydraulic design values,
 
but also low average costs in source of supply development and limited 
treatment requirements due to predominantly ground water resources. 
Whether this per capita cost figure is valid for the 19-country area 
is open to question, but it probably is not excessive as an average 
figure under resonable design and present water conditions It is0 


probably high for many relatively small urban areas with adequate 
ground water resources, just as it is low for some large metropolitan 
areas faced with the heavy cost of developing remote new surface
 
supply sources as wGll as treatment facilities and major improvements 
to distribution systems, However, if it is applied to the 19 Latin 
American countries surveyed, the annual cost of construction needed 
to keep up with urban population increase and to overcome the pre
sent backlog over a 10 year period would bes
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1. Backlog Cost - 29 million x .;30/0 .87 million 
2. Growth Cost -

1958 Urban Population 74.7 million 
1960 " " (5% Annual Increase) 1. " 
1970 i t 120. " 
Av. Ann. Increase-1961-70 3,9 " 

Av. Ann. Growth Cost 3.9 million x 
Total Annual Cost 

$30 117
Y'_0"4miYfibn 

This estimate is based on the desirable objective of providing 
each urban resident with piped water service by 1970. It contemplates 
not a 50-year program, but a perpetual program, with the present backlog 
cleared in 10 years in order to make way for annually expanding growth 
requirements. If the present backlog were to be cleared in 15 years,
 
rather than 10, the annual backlog cost would be reduced to $58 million 
but the average arnual growth cost would rise to $144 million, and the 
total annual construction cost would be essentially the same. Any 
program of coping with this backlog over a still longer tim6 period 
would entail a greater total annual construction cost if creation of 
new backlogs is to be avoided and if urban growth continues at iti 
present rate or at an accelerated rate. These figures represent cons
truction cost, net debt service, which could be higher or lower but 
certainly would be different.
 

The foregoing figures merely represent a crude approximation 
of the construction cost needs of 19 countries, mainly located in a 
sintgle continent, and are only minor fractions of the global water 
supply needs of developing countries especially in Asia. There is 
little point in carrying these calculations further in view of the 
insecure base on which they rest and because the purpose they serve
 
in this paper is more qualitative (i.e. to demonstrate general
 
order of magnitude), than quantitative. 

Be OVER-ALL FINANCIIG PLANS 

One fundamental premise of this program is that water largely 
should pay its own way, i.e. that the urban consumer should pay most, 
and preferably all, of the operating and overhead costs of urban 
water systems. There seems to be common agreement outside of the im
mediately affected countries at least, that only on this basis can
 
water supply development catch up with accumulated needs and satisfy
 
continuing needs.
 

A second seemingly equally fundamental premise is that cons
truction cost will be financed mainly with soft currencies, or more 
precisely with the currencies and credit resources of the benefited 
areas. This premise in effect stems fram the principle that urban 
water supplies should be self-supporting However, it does not 
preclude the need for and desirability of substantial outside support 
in the form of hard and soft currency loans and credits repayable 
either in hard currency or preferably in the firm-to-soft currencies 
of the benefited countries. 
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Conversion of these two premises into terms of practical ap
plication requires on the one hands
 

1) 	That the obviously needed higher water prices in most 
of the urban water systems involved be held within 
limits of booioecon nio feasibility by exercising 
economy in design and materials specifications and by 
making capital funds available at favorable interest
 
and repayment rateso
 

and 	on the other hands
 

2) 	That maximum use be made of national resources in addition
 
to the obvious and assumed principal use of native labor;
 
this would be mainly in the form of materials, supplies 
and 	to a lesser extent equipment, produced by native com
panies and local branches of outside private enterprises.
 
In addition, the principal use of national raw materials
 
for such manufactured products would be indicated. The
 
term "national" woald be applied to regional blocs of coun
tries in some instam:es. 

From the standpoint of sheer use of these materials, the role
 
of engineering specifications is apparent. Design considerations, on
 
the other hard, determine the voltume of materials used and hence
 

ability to supply. Both have an important impact on the required
 
volume, and method, of financing.
 

The 	alternative to national and regional production as a pri
mary base in meeting the logistic needs of expanded community water
 
supply development needs in newly developing countries is the import
ation of the bulk of these requirements from industrially developed

(i.e. hard currency )nations. This procedure would require primary
 
financing by one or more of the following procedures8
 

1) By currency inflation - a self limiting device.
 
2) By hard currency grants,
 
3) 
By hard currency loans and credits repayable in soft currencies.
 
4) By exporting gold and/or hard currency assets. 
5 By reducing imports, especially soft goods and luxury items. 
6 By increasing exports and/or increasing tourism. 

It is not within the scope of this paper to make a detailed 
review of these alternatives. Suffice it to say that each of these 
methods is being presently employed in varying degree by or on behalf 
of individual countries and all but the first are potentially appli
cable in theory for support of long range water supply development
 
needs. However, as a substitute for placing primary reliance 
on
 
national and regional production they are assigned a secondary, sup
portive role.
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It would be unrealistic, however, to assume that it will be 

economically feasible for every developing country, regardless of 

size or status, to develop internal production facilities in the 

reasonably near future to meet its principal needs in expanded water 
ocmerce marsupply developnents To some extent, developing regional 

fill this void, but not uncommonly the developing countries of a 
given region are exporters of the some principal oanmodities, and 

the foregoing alternatives appear to provide the only solution in 

such cases. Nor should it be assured that the development of national
 

production to meet expanded water supply construction needs would 
result in a net loss in experts of water supply items from industrial

ized countries. Tripling the present construction rate in developing 

countries, for example, could result in tripled imports of water 
supply equipment and specialized materialsitis, even though basic
 

materials components were produced locally. 
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II. DESIGN*
 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Consideration of broad design values is especially signifi
cant in the over-all planning of a vater supply program because the 
process of establishing basic design norms involves converting 
gram objectives from the area of primciples 	

pro
toward the area of ap

plication. In reviewing the many values, norms and end-use object
ives which are involved in design, it has seemed best to confine 
this report to three paramount factors with respect to socioeconomic 
objectives, construction costs and financial feasibili-y. These three 
factors ares 

1. 	 the extent to which the prople of an 'urban community
will be served with water and the location of the 
point of service. 

2. 	 the continuity of water service. 

3. 	 the quantity of water to be suppliod. 

A fourth important factor (water quality) is covered in a
following section. Water quality however, is also involved in item
(2) 	 above and health benefits aside from water quality are also in
volved in all 3 of the foregoing items since they all bear directly
 
on the availability of an adequats supply of water 
 for 	hygienic pur
poses0
 

Much of the following discussion is presented with one

qualification in mind° The strengthening of existing systems callsfor design practices which are individually tailored for each community.
This is sanewhat less the case where completely new systems are in
volvede In the present program, new systems are rarely involved 
except to the extent that same exTJ~ing systns may require complete
replacement, The 	great majority of the urban communities ir develop
ing 	countries are already provided with piped watera 	 supply; the 
problem is rather one of inadequate suppliess Under such circumstances,
each individual system tends to be a special case, with relatively 
greater emphasis placed on actual conditions in tho canmunity and
 
system, including system operating experienc and relati.vely less
 
on predetermined based onfactors other cammunitieeo 

Ba EXTENT AND LOCATION OF WATER SERVICE 

One program concept under which this report is developed is
that potable water should be made available to all residents of an 

* This section is concerned primarily with design considerations 
for urban water systems covering a wide range of population.
However, some parts of the text are not applicable to small 
community systems since these systems have their specialown 

characteristics in operation, financing and design.
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urban community through a single piped distribution system to meet 

full domestic requirements. The extent to which commercial end indus

trial water needs are met fram private supply sources and the extent 

to which certain industrial and public water uses are met by non-pot

able distribution systems, will necessarily vary with individual sys

tems. In general however, it is anticipated that the system supplying
 

domestic water requirements usually will also serve all or most 

commercial and public requirements, all or most light industry needs
 

and a.lower and more variable proportion of the needs of industries
 

which are moderate-to-heavy water users.
 

It is also considered that piped water service into all habi

tations or their immediate premises should be an objective in the 

development of every urban water supply and that this objective 

should be met wherever and whenever it can be achieved within the 
limits of fiscal, physical and socioeconomic feasibility. However, 

it is recognized that the economic and housing conditions under 

which a minor-to-large proportion of the population of a given city 

3nay live will in many oases dictate service to yards (as contem

plated above), and also at times to neighborhood facilities, such as
 

public hydrants (fountains). Such neighborhood facilities are indi

cated in some slum areas, often large in extent, with maklshift
 

temporary housing occupied by squatters without property rights or
 

defined premises. They are also indicated in some cities having
 

large populations of destitute people where even major subsidization 

of water bills by general government would not result in payment of the 

residual amounts owed by individuals. Some slum housing conditions 

lack living facilities to such a degree that there is negligible op

portunity for families to use significantly more water at the dell

ing place than that needed to satisfy physiologic requirements even 

if piped water service were provided. 

A limited number of strategically placed public hydrants 

(fountains) in an urban cImmunity also may be indicated as an aid to 

maintaining the economic validity of a water supply. Experience in 

same areas indicates the practical difficulty of disconnecting water 

service in low income areas where these disconnected are left with

out a supply of water to meet physiologic needs. If water supply 

is put ona business basis and treated as a commodity, as has been 

advocated, it is important that each oustmer with piped water ser

vice pay his water bill (either on a full value ca subsidized basis), 

except in special oases where general government may directly pay the 

water bills of indigents fran welfare funds, The threat of discn

nection is vital if water bills'are to be paid, The provisicn of a 

few public hydranta (fountains), at relatively inconvenient locations
 

does not compete with the attractiveness of piped water service at
 

resonable water rates but does make disconnection for non-payment 
sooiopolitically feasible. 

As is the practice in some areas, the cost of free public hy

drants (fountains), should be borne by general government frcm welfare 
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funds and not fran 
water revenues0 In special situations where these
 
neighborhood facilities serve dispersal points for water in subsas 
tantial'quantity for commercial purpcses, icluding supply to water 
vendors, it is lo;ical for such bulk water to be sold at these facili
ties by a water supply attendant. In other areas where bulk withdrawal 
of water is attempted by commercial enterprises for their own use
and without valid reason, such practices have been feasibly controlled 
in sane cases by volunteer wardens and police follow-up. 

C. COMTINUITY OF SERVICE AND PRESSURE 

Continuity of service 24 hours daily and at all seasons of the 
year is considered essential in an urban water system on both quality 
and usability grounds. This criterion does not preclude service
 
interruptions due to emergency failures, unusual fire demands etc.
 

Toward achieving this goal, a minimum pressure of 5 psi. in
 
street mains 
 under maximum season, peak hourly domestic demand condi
tions might be employed in design for delivery to outlets at very low
 
elevations 
 in minimum flow-rate services, with upward adjustment for
 
all other conditions.
 

Do PER CAPITA WATER USE VALUES 

1. General Considerations and Practices
 

In the earliest day of man's history, food, water and air
 
were free. With the establishment 
 of an organized society, including
cmmuity development, it soon became necessary to create a pricing
 
system for one of these essentials (food), with payment in the form
 
of personal services, by barter, and later through 
the use of a medium 
of exchange. It 13 
likely that almost from the beginning, the cost of
 
any given food in the market place was in direct proportion to the
 
quantity purchased, rather than on same 
 other unit of measurement,

such as the amount a man could carry away in 
 a given period of time,
The fact that this market practice presently prevails facilitates orderly
planning in food markBting, since per capita demand can be predicted
 
on the bases of ability to pay, nutritional requirements and price.
 

It is also probable that a seecond essential of life (water) 
was price-based in Dome canmunities in arid areas at about the same 
time in history as was food. However, the spread of this practice
into other parts of the world proceeded much more gradually 4nd even 
today free water is provided in sane urban cimmunitieso Nevertheless,
the prevailing worldwide practice is to charge the consumer for water 
delivered to the premises by vendor or by pipe. 

Unlike food, however, water not sold to mostis urban consumers 
in developing countries strictly on a quantit"r basis1 
even though use 
of water meters is quite widespread. Since the sale of water on a 
period-of-time (flat rate) basis provides no incentive to the consumer 
to avoid waste, water abuse, as distinguished fram valid water use, 
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variously is or would become the controlling design criterion,
 
depending on whether water is continuously or intermittently sup
plied, Sinoe the economic resources which are available in deve
loping countries for community water supply construction and operation 
are rarely sufficient to warrant the design of systems under a flat
 
rate schedule which will satisfy water waste potentialities in ad
dition to useful needs, a number of practical "solutions" have been
 
devised. A common characteristic of these ne asurms is the establish
ment of undesirable pressure conditions in water distribution and 
building supply systems and the limitation of water availability to
 
consumers for useful as well as for non=useful purposes. 

Perhaps the commonest procedure is to design systems which on 
the one hand corfonn to ceilings imposod by budgetary and capital 
resources limitations and on the other hand provide a resonably 
ample supply of water to consumers before taking uater waste into 
account. When placed in operation, systems designed under this pro
cedure are characterized by intermittent service to the more adversly 
situated customers during high water demand periods° Interruption 
of service can be seasonal or daily and can vary from one or two hours 
to 12 or more hours daily, This problem may not develop immdiately 
where the design provides for large future population growth. 

Aother common procedure at least in the eastern hemisphere
 
is to deliver water into the distribution system only duriig a
 
few designated hours of the day. This limits leakage and waste
 
since these are a function of time as well as pressur3 and permits
 
inadequate source of supply production to be stored to satisfy dis
tribution system demand during operating hours.
 

A third procedure is the installation of tubular or diso or
fices in building service connections to limit flow rates. A related 
procodure is the establishment of a rate schedule having flat rates 
proportioned to the diameters of building connections lines, start
ing with a minimum size of pipe of as small as three-sixteenths inches. 

A common characteristic of water systems having intermhittent 
delivery is the use of storage containers on consunwr~s premises. 
These include ground dtorage reservoirs and lift pumps, roof tanlk, 
open barrels at ground level and on porches, buckets and pots and pans. 
Even bathtubs are put to use where they existe These facilities are 
sometimes supplemented by private wells. The adequacy and nature of 
such storage tends to be proportioned alomg economic lines0 with the 
more prosperous members of the community put to little or no incon
venience by intermittent deliver7 in the street mains, 

Occasionally, water storage on the premises is directly or 
indirectly involved in the fiscal and hydraulic planning of community 
water supply improvements, Deliberate provision for premises storage 
in hydraulic design is exemplified by special situations involving 
small communities -where it is anticipated that every customer will pro
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vide himself with a sizable roof storage tonk, :;y use of' orifices in 
each building service line, the maximum demand rate in the distribu
tion system and gross waste in individual services are hold in
 
chock. While the cost of the water system on public property can be
reduced by such arrangements, the total capital investment is almost
certainly hi.gher than that of a system where demand is control.1ed by
meters and an adequate rate schedule. 

The fact that so much ,f the available information on per

capita water use in terms of actual experience and design norms
 
used in developing countries is based on special practices and
 
conditions (such as 
water waste, budgetary limitations, intermittent
 
and interrupted delivery), rather than on the objective determination 
of true consuaptive use requirements, invites exploration into a
hypothetical and theoretical approach to per capita water use needs.

This approach is suggested as a baseline toward determining "true"
 
need, and not as 
an actual basis for a per capita design value.
 

According to Rich, Ingrain and Berger/1 in a recent article
 
on space travel, the indicated total water intake of a 146 1b. man
 
under temperature and humidity conditions of optimal comfort is
 
2800 grams. 
 Under certain assumed food-water content conditions,
 
one liter would be consumed as drinking water° 
 So far- as is known,
the closest aTOroach to this value in water supply practice is cited
by Lamoureux ZL'as "less than one gallon per capita per day" in
 
many countries of the Near East. This is corraborated by the ex
perience of a member of this panel in Kuwait (1948), a city on the
Persian Gulf with over 100,000 at the time, where water use was less
 
than 6 lcde The amount used was determinable since the public water

supply was obtained from the remote Shatt-al-Arab River by sailing

dhows of the public water monopoly. The male population also had
 
access to the seashore for ablutions. Due to the hot, dry climate,

drinking water intake must 
have comprised a substantial part of total 
water use. 

Another reference base is to estimate water use requirements
based on the type and number of plumbing fixtures in habitations,
Probably a substantial-to-great majority of the urban residential 
services which might be-connected to a piped water supply under the
objectives outlined previously in this report would be provided with
 
either one or two faucets, comnonly locatzd in the yard or back porch

or occasionally in a kitchen or what may serve as 
a bathroom, Sewer
 
service to this "majority" group is con'spicuously absent0 as are also
water flush toilets and piped bathtubs. Fixed-in-place sinks and lavatories are present in slightly greater numbers but are relatively rare.
 

LI A balanced Ecological System for Space Travel. 1959. Rich,L.G. Ingrzwn,W. Pergor, B.73., San, Eng. Div.,% Jnl. ASCE 
Proceedings. 85 (SA G)a
 

Z2 Sanitary Engineering Programs of the ICA in the NEA Area. 
1956, Lamoureux, VoB, Jnl. San. Eng. Div., ASCE Proceedings*
 
82(SA 1): Paper 885.
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The prevailing method of water use is to fill pans, tubs and buckets 
from a faucet for washing purposes and pots for cooking. Body bathing
 
is by sponging or by dousing the body with water from a bucket for rin
sing purposes. Clothes laundering is by use of a tub, canmonly in the
 
porch or yard. 

Due to the general absence of building plumbing systems and 
fixtures, opportunities for "valid" consumptive water use for hy
gienic and other residential purposes are obviously limited. One
 
cmmittee member in reviewing this subject, estimated that a family 
of 5 persons obtaining its water by bucket from an off-premises 
source, would likely carry in the order of 56 liters of water daily. 
This figure incidentially, is in close agreemnent with a measured water 
use of 11 to 13 lcd (55 to 65 lpd/family) fran public fountains at 
Paramaibo, Surinam, where fountains are rather widely spaced. With 
on-premises delivery of water, it was estimated that the inherent 
lack of plumbing systems and fixtures would limit "valid" water use to 
about twice this figure or 112 lpd/family. This amounts to about 22 
led or about 6 gcd in U. S. gallonso4 After an allowance of 2 led for 
drinking and cooking water it re resents the equivalent of about 
ten 2-liter pans of water/capita day for over-all washing purposes, 
or 50 pans/family/day.
 

It is apparent that the adoption of such a value for design
 
purposes even in small cities with low-income populations and 
limited ocmmercial establishments and industries might be unrealisti
cally low ex6ept where water is in very short supply. This calcula
tion however, lends support to the India Camittee recommendation 
(listed in a later table) of 15 Imperial god (68 led) as a design goal
 
for urban areas of up to 5000 population, a figure 3 times that indi
cated above. The committee preparing this report is of the opinion
 
that 20 god (75 led) might serve as a useful baseline for small cities
 
where there is need to limit capital and operating; costs by effective 
water use control and where there is effoctive management, This 
figure incidentially is the India Canmittee reccxmended norm for 
cities of 5000 to 20,000 population. It is obvious that where water 
use in some comparable ctmnunities in another developing country is 
over 10 times this figure, adoption of such a norm without drastio 
change in management practices and in public attitude would only result 
in the collapse of water supply service. 

a) Principal Factors Affecting Per Capita Water Use, Listed 
below more o 's'-in descendigorder of fre-quencyin our opinion are 
the principal factors affecting per capita water use for purposes of 
design. The assuned coiiditions nro adequacy of developable supply 
source and continuous dclivor.y olf water in the distribution system* 
(Where the source of supplyis irdoquate or delivery is interrupted
 
or intermittent, those may establish a ceiling on water use irrespec
tive of other factors, although some systems may have excessively high 
per capita rates in spite of intermittent delivery conditions). 

* Led = liters/capita/day. God a gallons/capita/daye 



1. The "poliny' climate of water distribution and sale, in
cluding camnumity and general governmental attitudes and status, cha
racter of water supply management, use of meters and related water
 
rates.
 

2. Lawn &nd rgoxden irrigatiux practices 

3. Prsence and Adequacy of Plumbing S~jtems and Fixtures 

4. Sooioeoonnio Level of Cmmunity 

5. Presence and Adequacy of Public Sewerage 

6. Size of City 

7. Climate, especially precipitation and temperature. 

8. Cultural Attributes of the Population 

9. Degree of Cmercialization 

10. Extent and Naturo of Water-Using Industries 

I. Exent and Nature of Public Water Uses. 

12. Physical Condition of Wetter Distribution System 

13. Mthod of Soiuca of Supply Treatment. 

2. Per C.pita._.Vter Use In Some Countries 

The following scattered data provides limited information on 
actual per capita water use and on design values used in sane coun
tries* The annual Der capita national inoanes in 1957 or 1958 of
 
the countries involved are listed immediately below for reference pur
poses*
 

Annual 'Nr Capita National Incame 

Nation $CU. S. A.) 

Costa Rica 
 $328.
 
India 
 about *60 
Puerto Rico (Ccenonwealth) 1480 
Surinam $280
 
U. S. A. $2057 
Venezuela 
 $760. 

a) U. S. A. 

More information on water use is available to this oammittee
 



for the U. S, than foi, any othor country. 11uch infon,,ition on this 
subject has boon collocted by state and federal health agencios ard by 
the American Water ',Vor:s lssociation (A'.?1A)o For rule of' thumb 
purposes, per capita water use in the U. So is conuonly assumed at 
about 150 gcd or 580 led. Of this quantity, ab(ut one-third or
 
50 	god (190 lcd) is attributed to basic residential demand and the
 
other two-thirds to mixed camnercial, inaustrial and public demands
 
and line losses. This total per capita consumption figure is con
firmed by data collected by the U. S. Public Health Service in
 
1954 from 1474 systems serving 94.8 million people, Per capita
 
total municipal consumption was 143 gcd (540 lcd), and per capita
 
water use has been subsequently increasing at an annual rate of 2/.
 

Factors which Inportantly influenee per,capita water use in
 
the U. S. include climate (especially precipitation and temperature),,
 
size of city and extent of metering. The principal water use directly
 
related to climate &re lawni and garden irrigation, followed by water
 
cooled air-conditioning. Mainly on account of these uses, per capita
 
residential use east of the 10 0 h meridian (humid area) is .pproxi
mated at 50 god (190 lcd)1 'andtwice this amount west of this
 
meridian (semi-arid area)Z, the latter figure representing one part
 
of 	basic use and one part of supplemental use due to climate. Data
 
collected by the U. S. Public Health Service from 1474 ecumunities
 
indicate that per capita total municipal consumption declines frm
 
210 god (790 led) in communities where the annual precipitation is
 
less than 15 inches to 119 god where it exceeds 45 inches.A
 

Information available fromA on the effect of metering on
 
per capita water use indicates that total municipal water use is redu
ced about 25% by 100% metering. ('from 174 god or 660 lcd to 143 god
 
or 540 lcd), The per capita reduction was substantially greater in
 
cities of less than 100,000 population than in those above this 
figure, However, these results are misleading for 2 reasons, Due 
to the fact that use of meters in Wbaa systems is so extensive 
in the U. S, there was an insufficiait number of unmetered systems 
among the 1474 conmunities -stuveyedto"provide, a bageline,,i.ocrco 
this reason, communities which were frm "0 to 50% metered" were 
used as a base, In the second place, the relationship between wator
 
rates and water-use in metered systems was not analyzed and water 
rates in sane completely metered systems may have been too lcm to 
discourage water waste. 

According to data presented by /4 per capita water use in
creases moderately with population size-n those communities which
 
are predominantly metered (50 to 100%). The range was from 121 god
 

AStudy of Domestic Water Use. Task Group Report. Jnl, AWWA 
50 (11)8 1408-17 (Nov. 1958). 

4 	Porges, Ralph, Factors Influencing Per Capita Water Consump
tiono Water & Sewer Works. 104 (5) 199204 (May 1957). 



(490 lod) for cities of 5000-I0D000 population to 148 gcd (570 lod) 
in cities of over 100,000 population. In cities hhich were only 
0 to 50% metered however, per capita consumption was lower in cities 
of over 100,000 population than in smaller cities. 

Maximum ay and Maximum Hour Demands. Data collected for 51 
metefed systems over 16 years by the American Water Works Service 
CooL., indicate a peak maximum day demand of 157% of average day 
de d when data for the 51 systems were averaged. Data presented 
by/5 for an average size city with an appreciable lawn irrigation 
and air conditioning load in hot weather, indicate a maximum hour 
non-fire flaw demand rate of 177% of maximum day demand. Combining 
these 2 results gives a maximum hourly demand rate of 278% of average 
daily demand. This is offered as an example and is only one of many 
different values which might be cited, 

b! Venezuela
 

A paper prepared in 1956/6 presents data on water consumption
 
for 13 communities in Venezuela with a population range of 395 to 4333.
 
These communities were served with piped distribution systems
 
leading to habitations (one-third of population), and to public foun
tains (two-thirds). The sources of supply and the public fountains
 
were metered during the observation period but the water was either
 
free or on a flat rate basis to the consumer.
 

The following data were reported:
 

Range _AveraZe 
No. of Persons/House 4.4  8.0 5.97 
Population Served/Public Fountain 50  520 135. 
Per Capita Consumption-Public Fountain 

o" " -House Connections 
2.2 
35 

-
-

23.4 lcd 
436 lcd 

10.3 
187 

lcd 
lcd 

c) Surinam
 

The following informatiomk from a developing country is of 
particular interest because it involves a city (Paramaribo) of subs
tantial size (100,000 population), in which piped water services to 
premises are 100% metered. As the capital and metropolis of the coun
try and as a port city, Paramaribo has appreciable commercial water 
use* Results reported are for December 1958, in the rainy season, 
and are based on meter records for connected customers nnd special 
studies mado at public fountains. 

The average per capita value of 90 lcd cited for the total
 
population does not fully reflect system production because the method
 
of data collection used does not reflect system leaks or unregistered
 
flows through meters.
 

A DavisA.Ro,Meter Records at Austin. Jnl. AWWA. 50(11):1404-7 
(Nov. 1958) 

L Rivas MijaresG & Kollar,K.L.A Study of Rural Water Supplies 
in VenezuelaPresented at the Fifth Inter-American Congress of 
Sanitary Engineers. Lima, Peru, March 1956. 

7 R. Brewer. Personal Communicationo 



The Paramariba water supply is privately owned and the source of 
supply is from well fields 25 miles away. The system has continuous 
de livery. 

Percent with water service within houses 33%
 
it " " in courtyards 49
 

82
Subtotal 


Percent 	served by public fountains 18
 
Total 100
 

Total No. of Public Fountains 	 36 
Total Population/ountain 	 2780 
Population Actually Served/Fountain 	 500 

Per Capita Consumption-Connected Services 106 lad 
" -Public Fountains 13 led 

if -Total Population 90 lad 

The per 	capita water use figure of 106 lcd at connected ser
vices is equivalent to 28 god, Paramaribo water is priced at U. S. 
13#/ou. 	me or 49/1000 gals Based on this consumption rate, the 
annual per capita water bill for connected services is $5.05 or 
about 1,8%of the annual per capita income* Allowing for an increased 
consumption rate in dry monthss the per capita water bill is pro
bably somewhat over 2% of per capita income, The low per capita use 
value, in combination with the price and cost of water, indicates
 
that this metered rate schedule is a deterrent to water waste and 
excessive use,
 

Table I, which follows, contains a summary of water supply 
design norms for 3 areas (Costa Rica, India and Puerto Rico). for 
which considerable detailed information is available. The general 
setting 	under whidh these criteria have been developed and are
 
used is 	given below for each country.
 

d) Costa Rica 

Services almost totally unmetered. Average flat rate water
 
bill 15/month° Water waste and total per capita water use very
 
high (ave 118 god (4457 lcd), max, 246 god (930 lcd), Intermittent
 
delivery very camnon. Percent piped water services - probably 
highest in world. Very little light industry water use. Essentially 
no public fountains, Cost of operation and source of supply deve
lopment 	 - very low for most existing systems, 

e) India
 

Pr-r capita incomo about "GO. Up to 40% of population des
titute Linlargo cities - 1 public fountain recoimiended/150 users. 
Meters iA limited use and other flow conservation devices in greater 



use, with most residential connections on flat rate. Distribution
 
systems designed for low pressures. Interrupted and intermittent
 
delivery very prevalent in ixisting systems, which generally do not
 
meet reocmended norms in Table I* Limited light industry water 
use in urban systems.
 

f) Puerto Rico 

Per capita income $480., second highest in Latin America. 
Urban services well over 90% metered. Averuge residential water bill 
$1.71/onth. Limited use of public fountainq, percent urban connected 
estimated at 86%. Substantial industrial water use by light industry, 
Per capita consumption 59 god, including the capitol (San Juan) with 
87 god, which consumes 57% of total insulkwide water supply. 

Scattered information on water consumption rates and design
values is also available for municipal water systems in a number of 
other developing countries and in one industrialized country (Japan). 
They are listed separately from the preceding list since adequate base
line information is lacking on the conditions whicY serve to deter
mine the water use characteristics of these communities. Gallonuge 
values are given in U. S. gallons. 



TABLE I 

FIRE FLOW AND PER CAPITA DOMESTIC DESIGN NORMS FOR THREE AREAS. 

India Puerto Rice Costa Rioa 
SCentral Cnmo Andhra State 

Domestic Flow Recommendation'57 Practice 

1. Future Population 40 yrs 30 yrs. 	 25 yrs 20 yre 

2* Rural Supplies-previous 	 15 god
 
present 25 	" 

" 3. Urban up to 5000 15 god 	 45 

4°.Urban - 5000-209000 20 " 

. 5. Urban-5000-25,000 60 " 

6. Urban-over 259000 	 75 " 

7. Urban-20,000-50,000 25 a
 

8° Urban-50,000-200,000 40 "
 

9. Urban - unclassified 5 to 25 gcd-* 	 80-100 god. 

10. Fire Flow 	 About 25% of U.S. Dist. system 3Z% to 67% of U.S. Ne Pro
not designed visione
 
for fire demand
 

Examples are cited of 1 city of 50,000 with 5 gcd., another of 70,000 with 10 god0 one of 
45,000 with 15 god. and one of 225,000 with 25 god. - all future population values. Design 
value reported as depending on value of local contribution made to supplement state and 
possible national funds. 
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Population M'aximum Day Demand 
Ser~e~(dT~I i)--o LCD GOD 

Tolyo 4.91 348 92 
Osaka 2.24 418 110 
Nagoya 0.86 310 82 
Kyoto 0,83 285 75 
Tokahoma 0.80 448 118 
Kobe 0.73 402 116 

(Estimated Population 1960 - 0.205 million) 

New system, no previous water consumption experiences Based 
on consumption in North Argentina cities, design values adopted were 
maximum daily consumption rate of250 led dcnestic plus 50 lcd 
allowance for industrial, schools, hospitals, fire and leakage. 
Total 300 lcd or 79 god. 

i)Selected AgnieCte 
No. Cons upt ion 

C Services L .. 

San Nicolas 1173 380 100 
Santa Fe 13236 310 82 
Parara 6569 342 91 
Correntes 2876 380 100 
Cordoba 18422 233 62 
Santiago del Estero 2815 352 93 
Iendosa 11152 260 69 
San Juan 7418 310 82 
Tucuman 13000 356 94 

2.) South American & West Indian Cities/ll 

City Year 
Population 

Served 
Percent 
Metered 

Cona
LCD 

umptin 
GCD 

Cartagena, Columbia 1957 135,000 100 132 35 
Barranquilla, Columbia 1957 370,000 15 240 63 
Kingston, Jamaica 1956 265,000 0 500 132 
Kingston, Jamaica 82 274* 72 
Correntes, Argentina 1954 58,000 1.4 296 78 
Resistencia, Argentina 1954 58,000 -- 143 38 

* 500 god before metering 

Reference Data in Relation to Water Works Law. National 
Ministry of Welfare of Japan. 1957. 

/ Report on Water Supply for City of Asuncion, Paraguay, Rader Eng

ineering Co., Miami, 1955.o 

40 Obras Sanitatias de la Nacion, Govt. of Argentina. 1935. 
I Report on Water Supply System for Metropolitan Area,San Jose, 



i)Saigon,, Vietnam A2 

(Estimated Population 1958 - 1.8 million) 
LCD GCD 

Metered Population (5 Saigon Districts) 350 93
 
" 1 (Chalon) 300 80 

Publio Fountains 40 11 

Maximum Demand 135% of Average Daily Demand
 

Percent of Total Water Use by Cate ory
 

MeteredS PeSpent
 

Dcmestio 38o5
 
Administrative, Military, Institutional
 

& Resale 16.2
 

Industrial 3.5
 

Unmetered SupplZ
 

Public Fountains, Fire & Parks 26o5
 
Losses 15.3
 

TOTAL loot
 
I) Venezuela 43 
Design Standards of National Department of Publio Works of Venezuela. 

Populstion Municipal System 
Desi Criteria 
LCD GCD
 

Under 2000 Metered 200 53 
Unietered 400 106 

20,000 - 50,000 metered 250 66 
Unmetered 500 13? 

Over 50,000 metered 300 79 
Unmetered 600 158 

L32Water Supply Improvement Projecto Saigon Metropolitan Area,
 
Hydroteehnic Corp*, 14Y. 1958
 

L 
 Abasteoimiento de Agua y Aloantarilla. Riva Kijares, No Nueyo

Graoias Madrid, 1959,
 



u)Guayagi~l Ecuador A9 


Population - 1950: 226p000
 

Percent Metered - Estimated at 44% of total volume.
 

Water Consumption 
LOD GCD 

Metered Services 200 53 

Unmetered Services 300 79 

n) Scattered Looaticois Z15 

DESIGN VALUES 

Avegrage Dai] ) Pea k Ratios 
La laln DaIy Hourly 

Under 10000 Over 10,000 
ICD GOD LCD GCD 

San Paulo State, Brazil 200 53 300-400 79-95 1.25 150
 
Phillippines 230 61 450 119
 
Honduras 200 53 235 62
 
Columbia 150 40 300 79 1.50 1.75
 
Costa Rica 240 64 400 95 1150 2.50
 
Ceylon 180 48 340 90 
Peru 100 26 200-300 53-79 1.40 2O00 
Jamaica 180 48 500 132 2.00 
Panama City --- . 1.75 
Pakistan 115-130 30-34 270 71 2.50 
Haiti 115-130 30-34 380 100 
Tunisia 200 53 300 79 
Venezuela -- - 250 66 1.80 2.50 
Formosa 180 48 180 48 2.50 
Guatemala - - 500 132 

o) Sac Paulo9 Brazil 16 

Population -over 3 million. A highly industrialized city*
 
Peak Day Consumption - 150% of average daily
 

ConsumpYtion Breakdrn 

Danestio 
CGnmeroial and Industrial 

Public 

Losses 


TOTAL 


LCD GCD 
140 "8 
100 27 
15 4 
45 12 
3 

/14 	Presentation by Hugo Ramerez,Direotor Provinoial de Obras Publioas 
del GuayasEcuador9 at First Seminar of Saritary Engineers in 
Caracas,Venezuelu9 May, 1954. 

Z 	 Data collected by Edmund G. Wagner from participants in Ground Water 
Development Course at University of Minnesota. 1959. 

Z16 Fran a published article by Ministry of Public Works in D.A.E. 
(Brazilian engineering magazine) December. 1958. 
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ZLRanoonoBurma
 

Estimnated Present Con!suptiOn CGDLCD GOD 

Industrial 23 6 
Danestic-C anmero ial 90 24 
Waste 57 15 

170 -" 

Design consumption values 75 god in 1965 for 850,000 popu
lation with maximum day demand of 110% of average daily.
 

I)
Tiaai, Taiwan /18
 

Total Population - 1958 	 1.02 million
 
Population Served 0.86 "
 

Percent Served 85%
 
Consumption - Present 133 lod (35 god)
 

- Design 	 310 lod (82 god)
 

/1 	 Reporb on Water Supply and Transmission for Rangoon, 
Burma. Malcolm Pirnie Engineers, N. Y. 

y18 	Report on Taipai Regional Project. J. G. White Engi
neering Corp., N. Y., 1959. 



3, Effect of Metere on Per Capita Consiimption
 

The effect of meters (vs flat rate) on per capita water use
 
necessarily varies in different areas of the world and even among dif
ferent canmunities in the same country. For this reason, citation of 
USA experience in metered and unmetered systems has perhaps limited
 
applicability to experience and expectancy in developing countries.
 

Reference to the data presented earlier in this section in
dicates that substantial savings in per capitg. water use can be achieved 
in developing countries of the western hemisphere at least by the use 
of water meters. While the data presented on this subject is admittedly 
scanty, it includes the low water use in Paramaribo (100% metered), a 
reduction in water use in Kingston, Jamaica from 500 lcd to 274 lcd 
(45% reduc~i4n), following the installation of meters in 82% of the 
services, __ the 50% duotion in design value credited to metered 
services in Venezuel L- and the estimated 33% saving in Guayaquil, 

in metered servioes. /_ 4Ecuador 

In all but very small urban systems, it can resonably be
 
assumed that per capita use savings of the magnitude indicated by
 
these results would not only economically justify the installation of
 
meters but would simplify logistics and financing problems in system
 
construction, and in the case & many existing systems, would bring cont
inous pressures to distribution systems with intermittent and interrupted
 
supplies. 

However, justification for metering does not rest solely on 
economic grounds nor will per capita water use be reduced by metering 
in all cases. In same systems having continuous pressure only a few 
hours daily (of which there are many)v the effect of meter installation 
would be to tend to restore continuous pressure without reducing
 
average daily per capita consumption. Metering has special significance 
in this respect where source of supply resources are limited.
 

Of special interest in appraising the role of meters in water 
system design and management is information obtained from special 
areawide studies and progrmn reviews made in 1954 and 1959 in Costa 
Rica and Puerto Rico. In 1959, more than 240 of the 250 public water 
systems in Costa Rica were toLapy unmetered and in only two systems were 
a majority of the services metered, In Puerto Rico, every public 
urban water system is metered and 89% of the total connected rural 
and urban premises Pre metered, The percentage of urban customers 
metered is not precisely known but is substantially higher than 
the over-all average of 89%. 

Per capita water consumption in 34 public water systems in 
Costa Rica was studied by atanorosd_ in 1954, They included very 

Estudio de Varies Sistemas de Abastacimiento de Agua Pot
able do la Republica de Costa Rica. Matamoros LizanoEdgar. 
186 pp. 1954. 
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small t- medium size coanmunities (835 to 20,000 population), as 
well as different climatic zones. All systems were flat rate8 

Average per capita consumption was 447 ld (113 god). 

Islandwide v.)r capita water consumpti'ln in ?aerto Rico in
 
1958-1959 was 59 god, in:luding metr:politan San Juhn (over 500,000
 
population), whi..h had a per capita consumpticn rate of 87 god and
 
used 57% of the tctal 4ater provided. The very much lower per
 

capita water use vhich necessaril, exists in the remaining 70 muni
,cipalities 1nvo±):-c c' to ]i25 ,00. population.;,,o -c 

By most ya 3sticiKs, Puerto Rico shou2d have an appreciably 
-higher, int-ins.i:, watar use rate than Costa Rica. Rherto Rico has a 

materially h ighe: earnual Der cap a T- ': n. (ab(aut 45% greator) a 
higher proportion of indut-r'k.. wAe. ouswatee is more adequately 
served with sanitary sewens and p.umh...ng fixtures and has substant
ially less pro tat-:.on tha, Ocs a R'o A1. public water systems 
i.n Puer+,to Rico provide nater on a continuous pressure basis3 a 
majority of the systems :. the Watam-ros study were intermittent supply 
systemso 

The relationship of metering to the provisiai of continuous 

water pressures in distribution systems is illustrated by the history 
of develo.ment of the Plaerto Rioo Aqueduct and Sewer Authority. 
When this authcrity was established in 1946 to take over, the mana
gement of 75 municipal water .ystems, only 6 systems were on a 
cntinuous pressure basis, Although 44% of the services were metered, 
many meters were n&, operating and many others were not read° Water 
rates xere l.m and delinquencies high. During the early years 
of the Aumhority • existenoe 9 emphasi, was placed on maintenance and 
operating reforms, rather than source of supply development, in order 
to restore all systems to a continuous pressure basis. This was 
achieved mostly by a program of water main cleaning, metering~higher 
water rates and leak detec.ion -,.nd correotion, By 1950-51, 96% of the 
insularwide water services we,'e served with operating meterso 

Diffl. uity in designing urmnetered water systems and impaired 
investment in -uch systems in Costa Rica is 1ndicated by the 
Matamoros Report0 The highest per capita water use in the 34 systems 
studied was '£46 god (932 :Lod)- this was in a system with only 161 ser
vices of whioh only 12 were non-zresidential. This figu'e is about 
3 times Trhe design norm in Costa Rice. for aystems of this size. 
It wae pointed out that the principa'l effect. of constructing distri
bution system improvements in another flat; rate town to serve popu
lation requirements 20 years in the future was the rapid increase 
of an already ample per capita water ase rate this preempting most 
of the future r serve car.paiILy, 

Results of a reoording pi.tometer survey carried on in Costa 
Rica in 1957-59 in seven relatively small flat rate systems provides 



information on the combined effect of water waste and leakage

in such systems. These systems had 300 to 1000 services each and
 
an average per capita consumption rate of 95 god (359 lcd) over a
 
28-day observation period. The socioeconomic circumstances of these
 
communities was such that there should be essentially no valid water
 
demand at 2 AM. Also substantially they were continuous pressure
 
systems, with little or no filling of storage containers at this
 
time of night. Yet the median value of the 2 AM flows for these 7 
systems was 0.5 of the average 24 hour flows. Extended over the 24
 
hours this represents a value of 50% of the total water use being lost
 
through leaks and wastage from outlets which were open at 2 AM. 
Additions and betterments to all or most of these systems had been
 
completed shortly prior to the study by the Ministry of Public
 
Works, and street main leakage presumably was responsible for only
 
a minor part of the water loss.
 

The beneficial effect of meters in permitting interrupted 
supply systems to be placed on a continuous supply basis is fuilther
 
indicated by the following excerpt from an India 
water supply report.L20
 

"One of the practices common to much of India is that of 
providing an intermittent or less than a constant 24=hour supply of 
water throughout the distribution system. Not only does this practice
ocnpel the water user to provide facilities to store water during
the period that water is not available from the tap, but of more 
serious significance from a health standpoint, the intermittent 
draining of distribution piping creates a real danger of pollution by
backsiphonage and seepage of polluted water into the distribution 
system during the period that the pipes are not under pressure. One
 
reason given for intermittent service appears to be a conviction
 
that 24-hour continuous service would increase the per capita con
sumption. However, it has been amply demonstrated in at least
 
one State that with the use of meters it is possible to provide conti
nuous service to individual customers without an increase in per
 
capita use". 

Conversely however, and as might be expected' continuous 
pressure in flat rate systems increases per capita water demand.iIn
the Matamoros study, 13 systems had "regular" delivery and 17 systems
had intermittent delivery. Per capita water use in the "regular" 
systems was 134 god (505 lcd), some 30% higher than in the intermit
tent supplies0 

Z20 Review of the National Water Supply and Sanitation
 
Program. Boyce, Earnest, Lieberman, Morton W99 Metz
ler, Dwight F., Mayo 1960o 



4. Water Meters as an Element of Design and Water Use. 

The concept that water should be treated as a comnodity and
 
should pay its own way, and that water supplies should be placed on
 
a business basis implies in principle that the sale of water should 
be on a unit quantity basis (i.e. by volume in this case). Adoption
 
of the criterion that water should be available for continuous delivery
 
at some indicated minimum positive pressure also implies that demands
 
on source of supply facilities and distribution systems must be 
maintained within reasonably predictable limits and that water mar
keting practices should be such as to insure a sufficient flow of money 
into water system coffers to cover expanding operating costs and 
continuing systems development costs to meet rising water demands. 

The indicated expansion in rate of water system construction 
needed to satisfy the accumulated backlog and to keep pace with increas
ing rates of urban growth further suggests that economy of design is 
essential in order to satisfy the needs of the greatest number of peo
ple with the limited capital funds available for system construction,
 
and where applicable for expanding national production facilities for
 
water system construction materials*
 

The conversion of these several objectives into terms of 
practical application leads to the conclusion that the extensive use
 
of water meters is essential.
 

This group notes that water, an essential conunodity, is 
presently sold largely on an unmetered basis at most services in 
developing countries, By contrast food, another essential commodity, 
is in effect marketed on a metered basis and electric energy, a 
non-essential commodity, is also almost entirely metered in urban. areas 
above minimum size. 

Electric meters can be observed at low incone residential ser
vices in some developing countries where energy consumption is limited 
to a single or very few, low-wattage light bulbs and where the opera
ting and overhead costs of meter reading and billing are obviously 
uneconomic. Yet, as a matter of marketing policy, meters are instal
led in all urban services and many rural services in some countries, 
even where there is a heavily subsidized government electric monopoly. 

As a result of the difference in marketing practice between 
water on the one hand and food and electric energy on the other hand, 
piped water is more commonly una*6il~ble to consumers than food. 
Electric energy systems can nearly always out-compete water systems 
in obtaining capital funds because electric energy systems are operated 
on a more businesslike basis. This applies not only to the private 
capital market but also to governmental agencies with credit resources 
available for long term loans, such as social security agencies. 



In localities where it is considered impractical to meter 

water bWocause the staff ig untrained or inadequate, or because the
 

public is considered unaccustored to Tnetorinf,., oloctric energy manage
ments in the same communities meay carry on a 100/ motor reading 
and billing program, 

After weighing the merits of metering, this group endorses
 
100% metering in principle as an essential element towards
 
placing water systems on a self-sustaining and business basis, re
ducing financing and logistics problems and providing continuity of
 

service. 

It considers however, that there is need and opportunity for
 

technical development of water meters and for changes in manufactur
ing desigi. based on present knowledge, in order to encourage greater
 

use of meters in developing countries, It further renognizes that 
metering by itself serves little purpose unl-iss coupled with a realis

tic rate structure which seeks to place water on a paying basis, limit 

capital costs to availabl.e capital resources and keep water in needed 
quantities within the financial reach of low income customers.
 

It is noted that effective water system management is the 
cornerstone on which virtually all prospects for expanded water supply 
development rests-, including the feasibility of metering. A metering 
program requires personnel competent and adequate for necessary main . 
tenance, and for meter reading0 billing and collecting, generally not 
less than 4 times a year,
 

In systems where such management does not exist or is not a 
near-term prospect the use of other water conservation devices,, 
such as orifices, may be warranted. These might be installed in 
flat rate systems-on a systemwide or on a more selective basis, 
or occasionally as a element of a system metering program. One
quarter gpm or about one Ipm is considered the lowest acceptable 
residential orifice-flow value for design, with larger orifices for 
other services. Since at this low rate it should logically be 
assumed that an outlet of one type or another would be kept open at 

all times in each service, orifices have the design potentiality 
of curtailing residential consumption to 360 gpd/service or 72 gpd 
(272 lpd), for a family of 5. Additional provision for other water 
uses and water losses mi-ht pormit a system design value as low as 
100 god (378 lcd) in some small systems. Such savings in system 
construction cost as mAy be achieved by use of orifices are offset in 
varying degrees by consequent private investment in water storage faci
lities within buildings or by lowered availability of water for 
hygienic purposes among that portion of tie population which is finan
oially unable to provide storage as an element of the house plumbing 
system, 

In some cases involving very small systems and adequate, cheap
 
source of supply resources, it may be found more economical to design 



systems for an above average per capita water use rate than to go 
to the expense of metering. Reliable data on an appropriate design
value is not readily available for continuous service-all-piped 
water systems of this types the selection of a suitable value is 
subdect to the cultural attributes und socioeconomic status of the 
community to be served and there may be wide differences of opinion
 
on design values. In small flat rate systems where socioeconanic
 
circumstances or actually enforced regulations result in small dia
meter house service lines, few outlets and/or flow-constricting

devices, sustained.maximum demand rates can be expected to equal the
 
hydraulic capacity of the house connection systems to capture water
 
from the street mains, Where adequate sizing of house service lines, 
many outlets and ample pressures exist, hydraulic capacity of services 
no longer determines average demand rates, although water use in
creases. Water used for lawn and garden irrigation may be the 
controlling factor in such cases and occasionally the use of water
cooled air-conditioners may be important. In some flat rate U. S. 
communities up to 30,000 population, for example, water consumption 
rates of 2500 gpd (9450 lpd), per service, peak season, average daily 
demand, are nab unusual. However, this amounts to only about 1.8 gpW/
for services with a hydraulic capacity of perhaps 20 gpm under prevail
ing pressures.
 



I I I.__TALITY CRITERIA 

Appendix A attached, provides a philosophical and administra
tive approach to the overall question of water quality standards. 
This appendix distinguishes between goals and realities, It is 
apparent that the diversity of factors involved in the water sup
ply situation in developing countries precludes pat answers to this
 

complex problem. These factors include groat variation in size of 

city, quality of source of supply, technical development and organi

zational status of water Supply designing, supervisory and operating 
personnel and ability to pay financial casts0 

In those areas where gross sanitary defects are present in
 
existing water supplies and there is great need for expansion in
 
new and existing systems, the inmediate goal would appear to be
 
to provide urban populations with a limited, but dependable supply
 
of water under pressure which is protected against gross sanitary
 
defects at all points. This implies that primary attention to be
 
paid to physical factors, including adequacy of supply, rather than
 
on quality control through bacteriological sample collectionso This
 
is especially the case ith the generally predominanting ground
 
water supplies. In the case of surgace water supplies it implies 
that selection of source of supply and of intake points in the 
interest of obtaining water relatively free of fresh, heavy sewage 
pollution is more to be prized than providing the high degree of 
operating skill and treatment facilities which would be required 
to cope with partially avoidable pollution loadso This principle, 
of course, is neither novel nor confined to developing countries. 
It should be applied in balance with costs of construction and 
operation and the degree of pollution avoided in choosing between 
alternative sources, 

The tendency of some designing engineers in some underdeveloped
 
countries to design and specify treatment processes, plant facilities
 
and equipment which are either over-elaborate or which are beyond 
bhe capacity of local water supply managementto operate, is perhaps 
well known and may require no further comment 0 

In selecting treatment processes, simple reliable treatment 
methods should be favored over methods requiring complicated 
mechanical equipnent, imported chemicals and highly skilled operatbrajo 

Criteria of chemical quality employed in highly industrialized 
countries should be judiciously modified. Those for certain toxic 
chemicals, such as lead, should be rigidly maintained. Others, such
 
as hardness, which involve asthetic conditions and domestic, occnmer
cial and industrial usability, might be relaxed in the interest of 
avoiding high operating costs and expensive treatment plants where 
source of supply resources are unfavorable and there is reason to 
believe consumers will accept or tolerate the water, Water which is 
very apid ol alkaline should be coped with by selecting suitable 
materials, treatment, or both. 

EMD 



APPEND IX A 

STANDARDS OF QUALITY FOR POTABLE WATERS 

The term "standard" has a number of connations, and thus confu
sion has resulted when the term is used loosely0 For instance,
 
professional societies havo issued "standard specifications," which
 
are gui±es to practice to be followed at the discretion of each 
individual when preparing specifications for a specific project of
 
design. Other standards of practice have developed minimum acceptable

practice such as in the design of water supply systems. Guides or 
goals of practice are freely developed and freely used by profescional
 
groups. For instance, one professional guide states the.t filter
 
effluents should have a turbidity under leO unit, and another that
 
filter plants should be so operated that coliform organisms are absent 
at all times from all portions examined of filter effluents. The
 
temporary presences of coliform organisms then would initiate action by 
the operating staff, but not necessarily action by the health depart
ment in prohibiting the use of the supply by interstate carriers.
 

Frequently the quality of potable water is considered in the 
light of some single criterion, such as bacteriological quality as 
shown by MoPoN. of coliform organisms. without dua regard to many 
potential defects which influence the over-all0 reliable quality char
acteristics of a supply as a wholeo Also0 MoP.N. values frequently are 
assigned intrinsic significance0 whereas there is no presently avail
able technique which provides a definite and universal value which
 
would distinguish between an unsafe and a safe water supply, inasmuch 
as the routine bacteriological examination of water does not disclose 
the presence or absence of water-borne pathogens. 

Furthermore , the present coliform "standards" used in practice 
in the U.S.A. represent not a threshold value established from epidemic
logical evidence, but rather standards which it has been found 
empirically can feasibly be met by representative municipal water sup
plies using filtered surface water, under the design and. operating 
conditions prevailing in this country. The epidemiologioal evidence
 
points rather to the presence of a substantial sifety factor in these
 
standards under present concentrations of water-borne pathogens in 
polluted sources of supply of this country. 

In view of the abovep it is desirable to review the chain of 
factors which effect the quality of water as delivered to the public. 
Briefly, these may be listed as: (a) the inoidence of water-borne 
diseases in the population contributing sewage pollution to any given 
source of supply; (b) the effectiveness of sewage treatment and self
purification processes; (a) the characteristics of the water# 
especially its degree of pollution, range of fluctuations in the degree 
of pollution, and the ease of treatment by acceptable and economically 



feasible processes; (d) the size of any water treatment plant to th6 
extent that it reflects the reliability, size, and facilities oP the
 
operating staff; (e) the extent of laboratory control over treatment 
and quality; (f) the type of storage facilities for treated water; and 
(g) the chances for exposure to pollution of the water in the distri
bution system and on the premises of consumers. These factors, there
fore, are those which should be reviewed in the sanitary survey and 
which should be disclosed by records of operation and by analytical
 
data. In other words, one must have sufficient knowledge of a supply
 
to permit analytical data to be interpreted as to their public health
 
significance. Such a conclusion then is the result of the exerciae.ef 
professional, judgement, and not solely that of comparinZ analytical data 
for any given period -With norms establishod in ktandards of, quality. 
This administrative attitude is established in the Preface to the 
"Drinkixg Water Standards" of the Uo S. Public Health Service.
 

In this connection, it should be emphasized that only the U.S.
 
Public Health Service as the "oertifying agent" has been given power
 
by law to enforce its standards, and then only in regard to the water
 
supplies serving interstate carriers. State Departments of Health, as

"reporting agencies," follow the previsions of the standards when re
porting to the U.S. Public Health Service on supplies serving carriers,
 
and use them as guides in their water supply control programs. This
 
policy has received the support 
of the American Water Works Associatien 

This situation is net realized by many who read the text of the
 
standards but not the preface, because 
the main text is worded in the
 
mannor of the governmental code it actually is, whereas the preface
 
outlines the broad administrative policy.
 

It fellows, therefore, that norms established by standards must 
be based upon experience ever the years, relating each norm or quality
factor with the potability of water0 This situation has justified
specific norms when certain toxio substances are involved, such as the 
upper limit of 001 p.pomo for the concentration of lead. Even hereo,
however, the permissible concentratien of any given toxic substance is 
subject to the variability in the resistance of individuals, the volume 
of water used for potable and food proparftiom purposesp etco Witness 
the problem of selecting the dose of fluoride to be added to a supply
in the ligh4 of c(imatic and social factors affecting water aonsumption, 
we that the conoent.'ation will be such that the desired total amount of 
fluorine will be consumed by graming childron for teeth nutrition 
without adverse effectso 

The situation is still more complex with norms as to the bac
teriolegioal quality of potable water, for the reasons outlined abeve. 
It is significant, therefore, that the "Drinking Water Standards" of 
the U.S. Public Health Service establish no proeeae value as to the 
permissible baoterial content, but rather provide statistical guides
for appraising the results ef the oxaminatiea of monthly series of 
samples, together with ether facte-s affecting quality. These guides 

http:exerciae.ef


have been selected as the result of experience in th United States1 
which for years has disclosed that water supplies meeting the ever-all
 
cenditiens of the standards are net responsible for water-berne
 
diseases0
 

The development ever the years of the "Drinking Water Standards"
 
of the U.So Public Health Service has boon accompanied by advances in
 
the design, operation and laboratory control of public water supplies,
 
and also in the degree of supervision ever water quality exercised by
 
water departments and by State Departments of health. Therefore the, 
interpretation of analytical data in the light of all pertinent local
 
factors surrounding a given supply has been feasible and standards have
 
served to make the practice uniform. In the final analysis, the success
 
and applicability of such control moasures are indicated by the very low 
inoideA :- of water-berne diseases in the United States. 

This favorable aituation d es net imply, however, tha equally 
spectacular results would follow elsewhere, were official standards of
 
quality to be adopted prio to the availibility of well designed sad
 
operated water supply systIms, with adequate supervision and quality
 
contr*1 by health authorities. Nor is it feasible to compromise with
 
more lenient standards Just because they might be considered as facili
tating control programs during an intervening period when less satis
factory supplies have to be used in a developing ceuntry. In factp one
 
may expect that p eth-ogenio organisms are mere likely to accompany 
colifors organisms in defective supplies in areas where supervision is 
limited and water-borne diseases are more prevalent, so that any given

concentration of coliform organisms in such supplies would have a 
proportionately greater public health significance than in supplies 
located in the United States and similar areas.
 

Accordingly , progress in water quality control in develeping 
countries must be comprehensive, with equal emphasis on deisgn0 construc
tion0 operation and maintenanoo, technical supervision and laboratory
control0 During the period of progress and development9 standards of 
quality and other technical guides serve as goals, In the meantime9 
first things must cooe first in realistic programs designed to provide 
piped water supplies to an ever-increasing proportion of the world's 
populatio 0
 

The incidence of dimrrheal diseases is so high in many parts of 
the world that initial steps in providing water service will usually 
reduce the incidence of these diseases to a greater exoent than will 
rcfinements in practice at a later date0 Therefore, there would be a 
lesser total public health gain were the construction of water supplies 
in develeping areas to be delayed until technical facilities9 supplies9 
and funds beoeme available for a technically more advanced program, 
including the enforcement of standards. 



This, of course , does net imply that water quality can be ignored
 
during the early stages of water development pregrams. Rather it
 
focuses attention on the meed for intermediate goals leading eventually
 
to the technically advanced position where acceptable standards of 
quality can be applied ai a part of an integrated control program.
 

Finally0 it is evident that the limited funds and ieehnical
 
facilities in developing areas place a premium upon ground water 
resources and development This is because of the lower capital costs 
of wells0 and usually the absence of treatment, involving technical com
plexity, need for chemicals, and dependence upon effective operation to 
produce water of safe,, sanitary quality,
 

In s umary, this statoment of policy supports the use of the 
"Drinking Water Standard! of the U.S. Public Health Service as one of 
the factors in integrated water quality control programs ( Their full 
application, however, should wait upea the equally important availa
bility of standards of design, cont ;ructioz, operation, and technical 
suporvisieo Pending such m integrated program, the standards can 
serve as goals which should be looked upon as guideposts established
 
by practice and epidemiological evidenceo No lowering of the goals is 
technically justifiid during such a transition period9 inasmuch as
 
there are ao acceptable ways of quantitatively expressing any canpre
mise with quality, which would indicate a water of "partly safe, sani
tary quality". Rather D all available data pertaining teia supply should
 
be examined to establish defeots, which then become avenues of progress
 
towards the goal of delivering water of reliable safe and sanitary quality
 
at all times. Many of the water supply projeots in the developing world 
will have-.euch defect#, *including absence of adequate technical super
visieo This of course implies that appreciable periods frequently must
 
elapse between the inauguration of water service in an underdeveloped 
oemmunity, intended to be the first step in elevating the habits of 
cleanlinese in the fight against diarrhoal diseases, and the time when 
technical advances will establish the baokgreund for the enforcement of 
quality standards. The compromise,, then, is not with the standards
 
themselves, but rather the acceptance of the realistic situation that 
municipal water supply development are net and should net be delayed 
until technical and financial reseur ,s permit an integrated, advanced 
program of design, construction, operation, and technical supervision,
 
and the application of quality standardso In facto any delay would
 
only continue the practice of the public's purchasing from vendors water
 
of more inferior quality, in quantitios inadoquate for healthful living. 

The "International Standards for Drinking Water"0 developed by
WHO may differ in technical detail with th eeof the U Public HealthS0 
Service, such as statistical implications of the respeo-cive seetions on 



bacterielogical quality, The provisions of both stamdards, hewever, can 
be met by advanced water supplies, end both can servo as goals for water 
supply program ivdevoleping countries. 
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APPENDIX I - PANEL ORGANIZATION 
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REMARKS BY DR. ABEL WOIMAN 

DR. WOIU4Ns Thank you very much, Dr. Campbell. 

I am not at all sure at this stage of the program whether I can 

be anything more than repetitive. Practically every individual who 

has so far spoken has not borrowed but restated some of the general and 

basic principles to which I want to revert. 

I am interested, Dr. Campbell, in the repetition which comes from
 

almost every speaker - I might say a heartening repetition - that they 

would look to the development of water supply throughout the world as a 

self-supporting fiscal operation. 

TLis is heartening because it is the only way in which water on 

a global basis is likely to reach the bulk of the people. 

The more rapidly we depart from the grant and gift principle in 

this field and the more rapidly we depart from central government grant 

and gift the more rapidly we are likely to put the water supply business 

of the world on a self-supporting, continuing and prospectively widely
 

distributed basis.
 

This is not shocking to my associates in this field of activity 

who are sitting around this table. They have all, throughout their 

years9 participated in this kind of an effort. 

What is striking in moving outside of our own country is that 

the lessons which our own country can teach over a period of at least 

a century are lessons which have not been transmitted as effectively in 

other countries as all of us would like. 



As a piece of diagncsis9 therefore, it is interesting, 

Dr. Campbell, to determine why these lessons have not been as 

effectively transmitted as we would like. 

In order to attack this, which I think would be the most 

profitable comment to make, I should like to redefine what I 

consider to be a community water supply. Perhapsq negatively, it 

is not what most countries proviee for most of their communities. 

Positively, it is a system of water sarioe which reaches either 

into the house or to the place of liirng. 

Such a definition encompasses far more than the service of 

water at remote standpipesD fountains, and the like, where you have 

merely reduced the energy of carriage. You have not from either the 

economic or the public health standpoints delivered water to the 

individual family or to their constituents.
 

So that for my purposes this basic definition is the one
 

which is anterior to almost anything that I may say from this point 

ono 

It is well to recall the WHO resolution in Minneapolis and 

the vote thereon, This was a resolution of profound significance 

to all of us hare and I hope to the rest of the world. 

There was one dissenting vote on the resolution. It came
 

from a country of great distinction, and it has particular pertinence 

in our discussions here.
 

This dissenting vote against tho resolution was because it
 

included in it, aside from the pious declaration which we've always
 



passed that water is desirable, a very significant ingredient, namely, 

that those people responsible for programming should concern themselves 

with methods of financing and management. 

And this dissenting voter - incidentally, a medical officer of 

high distinction - objected to the World Health Organization interest

ing itself in money, and9 secondly, in administration and maLagement. 

I was interested to see, of course, that there was only one
 

dissenting vote, which was tremendous progress from my point of view, 

because at the first meetring of WHO at its initiation some 11 or 12 

years ago a resolution of this sort would have been voted down, if not
 

unanimously- at least on a 90 to 10 vote, because it included a 

philosophy of financial management. 

This is tremendous progress, and this, incidentally, gives a 

cue to the kind of effort with which we are confronted almost everywhere. 

I may take the liberty, Dr. Campbellp of pointing out as a salesman 

of water supplies first in my own state, secondly in my own country, and 

thirdly in other countries, that I abandoned the public health aspect, 

axcepting for dinner conversation, aa a sales item. 7T does not sell 

water supply. I abandoned it very esrly in the State of Maryland, of 

which you may recall I was the Clief Engineer for a good many years, 

because I found that, like Congress and like the State Department, I 

could arouse no enthusiasm in a mayor and city council for getting a 

new water system because typhoid fever at that time was tremendous. 

This had little or no appeal. It did have if the child of the mayor 



or a member of the city council had recently died. But aside from
 

that the statistical table was a singularly inadequate promotional
 

device.
 

For a period of some 25 years we rarely mentioned it, but we
 

most often sold water systems on the basis of the reduction in fire
 

insurance rates.
 

This was not only effective but it was understood. And it
 

hadq of coursev a highly significant economic value.
 

In general, at least in our own country9 where we burn upp as
 

you knowq more per capita than any other country in the world - this
 

is another distinction we haste - we could pay for the fixed charges
 

on wate,-bond issues through the reduction annually of the insurance
 

rates becsuse of the introduction of a water system.
 

I mention this because this was an acknowledgmentp at least
 

on our partv that something other than the public health significance
 

was important.
 

Of course in my own depth of heart I share your viewp obviously, 

that this to me is tha most significant reason for having a water 

supply, that it does reduce disease, But I kept it relatively qiet
 

as a salesman,
 

I will not repeat the public health implications of water
 

supply development throughout the world. They have been hinted at.
 

You have ieams of statistical evidence that this is important.
 

I need hardly point out that the public health aspect of water
 

of poor quality and of insufficient quantity throughout the rest of
 



the world is about on a par with where we were perhaps 50 years ago 

in our own country. 

In other words, you have, if you want to use this reason, 

public health significance, on as profound a base as one would like. 

It carries no major convinction to Congressional committees or to 

banks or to lenders of money.
 

The economic aspect I do want to stress again. The water
 

supply provision in the rest of the world should be put on a com

modity basis and not on a social basis. I re-emphasize this all the
 

time. Until it is,I am sure it is 
not going to have the rapidity of
 

extension we would all like to see.
 

And by "commodity basis" I mean something which is salable
 

and therefore possible of reimbursal, either in whole or in part.
 

I look at it as an essential economic need, 

It seems rather interesting that we have to stress this fact.
 

But there is an assembly of examples where industry has been left out
 

of a community. In some communities it has been suggested to industry 

that they do not come or that they do not expand because water 

facilities are either unavailable or scarce and cannot be extended. 

This to me is an interesting vicious cycle, where we ourhave many of 

own agencies moving wisely toward industrialization of countries, 

while simultaneously, without the knowledge of most people, the chief 

engineer or general manager of the water system is telling the industry
 

not to doable its plant or, if it intends to come anew, to go some
 

place else. 



This is a very curious set of circumstances. New housing is
 

being built sometimes with grants in aid or loans on the part of the
 

United States and others which are then without either water or
 

sewerage connections. 
Large amounts of capital investment have gone
 

into some of these areas and they are still uninhabited because of
 

the absence of water service.
 

Almost without exception nobody knows what the fire insurance
 

rate is in the country on the part of the people who sell water systems.
 

That includes, incidentally, our own people.
 

This is one of the misfortunes of not canvassing the totality
 

of the economic aids to water supply extension.
 

For example9 in Calcutta the insurance people who insure most
 

of industrial and private housing in Calcutta indicate that their
 

insurance rates were all high, and deliberately so for an interesting
 

reason. 
They said, "We cannot give any of these industries or private
 

homes a reasonable insurance rate because continuity of service by the
 

water system is absent."
 

In the case of Calcutta continuity of service is almost non

existent.
 

AndD thereforeg the insurance company maintains, very much as in
 

our own country, the position that until you make water available, and
 

they all have sprinkler systems in many of the industrial plants, they
 

gain no fiscal return on it because of the inadequacy of service.
 

I won't overstress the fire protection aspect. 
In Japan, for
 

example, where there is a great deal of fire loss, it is unusual to
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find anyone in our particular occupation selling water systems who 

is aware either of what that fire loss is or what the insurance penalty
 

is, and in turn -- and this is the significant point -- how that 

could be used in assisting the selling on a financial basis of water 

supply systems. 

Now, may I restate something which is familiar to all of you 

here, as to what the extent of this problem is throughout the world. 

We are prone, as Max. Hollis commented on a moment agog to
 

assume that our own t-ountry and the Western world does not have a 

water problem. This is not true. The backlog of need in our own 

country, with which we are most familiar, is tremendous measured 

etther financially or in pipe or in people that require to be served. 

The phenomenon of urbanization and of industrialization is not
 

restricted to the Western world. Anyone who gets around can see this 

very clearly. The metropolitan problem which we ourselves have not 

solved in this country is one of the plaguing aspects of every country 

in the world. 

It does not make any difference where it is, whether it's Tokyo,
 

Bangkok, Hong Kongo Santiago, Chile or Caracas. In Caracas, of course,
 

as many of you know, there are some 400,000 people that are unsupplied 

with water.
 

Now, this has many familiar characteristics in common with some 

of our own areas in this country and in many other countries of the 

worid. Need for piped water into homes is a universal, global need. 

It has its variations. It has its differences in intensities, of course. 



I 

It has been said that to meet this need would require something 

of the order - I think, Dr. Baity, this is your calculation - for
 

the rest of the world, and by the rest of the world I mean 
other than, 

say, the strictly defined Western world, a capital investment of $25 

billion.
 

I look at such figures with a jaundiced eye, for this reasons 

just try to put myself back in the year 1900 or 1880 in our own
 

country. We 
 have spent up to 1958 for water supply purposes in the 

United States a little short of $30 billion.
 

If we had said to otarselves in 1880, as we might have said, that
 

this will cost us $30 billion, everybody would have gone home with
 

tremendous chagrin and misfortune 
and said "Well, it's too big to
 

handle. 
 It's not only too big9 it's probably impossible." 

Now, these figures are large. I would suggest, and I hope my
 

financial friends would 
 agree with me, that we forget capital investment 

as a figure and concern ourselves with how capital investment may be
 

obtained and how it 
 may be paid for annually and validly in interest 

and amortization.
 

We have always stressed in our own sales operations throughout
 

a hundred years that capital investment merely implies that you must 

have a banker willing to lend you money. But you must have a community 

that has the sense and obligation of repayment. 

Fixed charges are what our communities throughout the world 

must learn to understand rather than initial capital investment. 
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I share Dr. Campbell's view, and I certainly share Dr. Gonzales'
 

view, that lack of resources is not always the reason for the delay
 

in the institution of global water supply. It obviously is the reason
 

in many places.
 

My prime example, of course, is in our much more intensive
 

review of Calcutta this fall where I had the benefit of Dr. Gulick's
 

very astute financial inquiries and administrative inquiries.
 

Two things are apparent in the Calcutta area. One is that
 

nobody is adequately taxed. No. 2, that there is a great deal of
 

ad volorem taxable property under-assessed for many years. This is
 

an indcor sport which is not uncommon and, incidentally, is not
 

restricted to outside the United States.
 

But it does give a cue that gradually this may be lifted to
 

the point of some accurate determination.
 

Secondly, payment for water, as in most other places, is token
 

in nature9 token first in the magnitude of the charge and, more
 

important from my standpoint, in the fact that it is not collected.
 

There is no incentive for collection.
 

I am sure that if the penalty tax for default in water collections
 

were eliminated in Baltimore tomorrow, our collections would drop at
 

least 50 per cent. This is human and universal. We know this to be 

the case in some of our States where we have studied it -.. that where 

there is no penalty on the failure to collect a tax, soi1e of our 

counties never pay. 

In the depression period they have a very sound reason they
 



think, for not paying. And in the prosperity period, the highest 

prosperity we have ever had, they do not want to pay. 

In an adjacent county where the penalty for non-payment is 

high, with the same economic status, they pay, because they are shown 

that there is no better uae for that money than to pay the tax. 

This is the kind of an ingredient which I think we have got to 

sell rather than typhoid fever° This is slow - I 'll grant that -

but itls the only hope of ever coming to gr-ps with an expansion of 

water development of any size.
 

There is a third ingredient in Calcutta which is particularly
 

interesting to you, Mark, 
 in relation to the problem of finance. There 

has been in the bank in Calcutta unexpended water bond issue money. 

The bonds have been sold, so interest is being paidq but no tangible
 

return is at band because nothing is being built. Still millions of 

dollars are in the bank waiting for construction to begin. 

This is a flagrant example and not certainly by arf means 

common, 

This is the reason I stress and perhaps overstress, the fact 

we have to reorient the guideposts in our programming. By that I mean 

that we have to become masters of fiscal administration, not because 

Congress or the State Department says to usv "Well, what's your 

justification," but because if we were selling autonobiles we would 

determine on the best way of selling automobiles from a financial 

standpoint -- on the vast procedures which the automobile industry 

has built up of borrowing money and repaying it slowly, This is a 

device which we use in the water business.
 



For that purpose we need a lower interest rate than prevails
 

in most countries. We will never get a lower interest rate until
 

we have a banking facility which can lend money at a lower ,terest
 

rate and have some form of repayment of more than five to ten years. 

The life of this development is not five to ten years. It certainly
 

is 25 to 35 or 50 years from a fiscal standpoint. Such money is not 

going to bec',"'- apparent any more than it did in our own country until 

-he wa - s business in each jountrf has an example of fine 

r,:.gzmnt and standing so that banks will not only lend it money, 

bt will in turn begin to lend to. other communities of equal stature. 

This means putting the fiscal house in order in many of the countries. 

There are more subtle difficulties that restrain us. I know 

that Dr. Campbell is aware of the fact, because he has a team at the 

moment in India. Why has not the money that was available in India
 

been used? We are not talking about a global water supply program 

to be done in the next five years, But you could have all the work 

conceivable in the next five years that you could do if you were to 

make use of the fiscal and manpower resources which in many instances 

are already available. 

There must be some reason for that. This comes into the problem 

as to whether the central government had too many restrictions or too
 

many restraints. Your team probably will lisclose what it is, and it 

will be extremely interesting to know their findings.
 

I come tc another guidepost which we must ultimately discard.
 

It is coupled with the self-support aspect of water supply. Namely, we 



must get away from the central government grant or gift..
 

I 
 asked the people in India, for example, to make a comparison
 

for me, 25 years ago and today. Twenty-.five years ago the central
 

government of India was called upon to provide money for three functions:
 

defense, postal operations, and a kind of subsidy for transport. 
Today
 

they have over 3A, and water supply, of course, finds itself in that
 

competitive and growing list. 

I would like to extricate it from that competitive position9
 

because9 first 
it does not belong there. The water supply business
 

has one excellent characteristic. It can and ultimately should pay for
 

itself. This distinguishes it from the highway systemg the hospitals,
 

the preventoria, relief, 
flood control payments and the like.
 

It. has that characteristic. We must capitalize upon it, so
 

that it is removed from the area of central government competitiong
 

where its position is going to become weaker and weakerg simply because
 

central government is going to have more and more gift necessities rather
 

than less and less.
 

The great water systems in most places where they exist are
 

elementary in nature, and in most instances, even wherq. they are 

elemertary in naturev collections are often almost zero. 
When the
 

chief sanitary engineer 9 one of the very well informed individuals 

in a Latin country of large size and great wealthp does not know what
 

his water bill is and then is chagrined to find he has not paid it for
 

three years9 he is in no psychological state to provide the kind of
 

leadership which this program needs unless he readjusts himself.
 



I cannot avoid any other conclusion.
 

And this is not restricted to him. The director of public works
 

in the same community, who did not volunteer this information, probably 

has not paid the water charge for four or five years. 

There are local financial resources already indicated. There 

are excellent examples throughout the world. In the same country with 

the same people some do it vrery well in one place and persistently very
 

badly in another. 

One of the ingredients we have on our side -- is wherever you go 

you do not have to sell water to people. People are some decades ahead 

of us. They want water. 

It is rather surprising, incidentallyq in many of the areas 

that they will py lor it when they are shown how they can. They may 

not pay for all,, and again here you have a high degree of variability.
 

It is difficult. to understand in some countries of considerable 

wealth why one does no-. pay anything for water, and in an adjacent 

community in the same country you pay for it all. There is something 

lacking in the pressure or the orientation towards a fiscal program 

of logical characteristics.
 

Most of our activities , by and large, have been via the 

ministries of health. It is rare in most countries that they are the 

responsible agents for execution in this field. There is a kind of
 

separation in point of view, in attitude, and even in physical rela

tionships, where the ministry )fhealth engineers rarely have anything 

to do with the director of public works' engineers. In fact, in many 

instances they do not know each other. 



Yet, on the one hand, it is the public works group that does 
the work, raises the zoneT, oparates the systems. The ministry of 
health has the philosophy and to my mind has a supraze educational 

value. 
But the two never come together, or rarely. 

Although the pattern of water development in many countries 
is by the central government, quite unlike our own, there are enough 

exceptions to it in almost every country to hearten you in the
 
asmaption that you my and probablWy will make your greatest progress 
on the local level at least with the major nuniipalitieo, I 'm not 

speaking now of the population groups of 2,500 or under& 

The opportunities for rehabilitation, fiscally and administra. 
tively, say in a metropolitan area such as Mexico City are very higho 
I an under no illusion that they can be corrected - and they need 
correction . overnight. But I feel that the energies have to be
 
devoted toward that correction if you are really going to get water
 

service in that vast areao
 

In Caracas you have .O0,OOO 
 that are not served. In Sntiagee
 
Chile you have something between 250p000 and 300000 that are 
just 

outside'the area.
 

It is said, and I 
 think there is evidence for it, that in ume 
of those areas the fiscal problem could be very well met if the oentml 
government would take its hands off the situation and would permit the 
local graup to develop its wn habits and processes and do its on 

.moxqn7raiuing Incidontallyp ,it*oan raise its 01M mone. 
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is by the central government, quite unlike our own, there are enough
 
exceptions to it in almost every country to hearten you in the
 

assumption that you may and probably will make your greatest progrses 
on the local level at least with the major munioipalitiese I'a not 
speaking now of the population groups of 2,500 or under.
 

The opportunities for rehabilitation, fiscally and adinistra. 
tively, say in a metropolitan area such as Mexico City are very high 
I am under no illusion that they can be corrected - and they need
 

correction - overnight. 
But I feel that the energies nave to be
 
devoted toward that correction if you are really going to get water
 

service in that vast area.
 

In Caracas you have 400,000 that are not served. In antiage
 
Chile you have something between k0,000 and 300,000 that 
are Just
 

outside the area.
 

It is said, and I think there is evidence for it, that in sce 
of those areas the fiscal problem could be very well net if the entral 
government would take its hands off the situation and would permit the 
local group to develop its own habits and processes and do its Mm 

.money.raising. Inoidentallyt, ci.an raise its own maey. 



This is a scattered kind of a comment, Dr. Campbell, but from 

the standpoint of diagnosis as to where we may go from here it is these 

normally unorthodox principlesq normally these departures from our 

familiar public health emphasis that seem to me to be the key or the 

promise of an increasing rapidity of furnishing water to people. 

DR. CAMPBELLo Thank you, Dr. Wolman. 

It's good sometimes to get the facts of life in this business, 

you. know, 

DR. CURTISs Mr, Chaiiman, I would like to suggest maybe even 

a few doctors might learn something from this presentation this morning, 

and if ites in order at all in our geographical area I'd like to have 

Dr. Wolmqnls address reprinted for circulation to our missions. 

DR. WOUMAN8 I hope with editing. 

DR. CAMPBELL8 We'll certainly do that. I think so too. It~s 

been a very stimulating session, and we're very deeply grateful to you, 

Dr. Wolman, for taking this time for us. 

I would like to thank alco Mark for participating with us, and
 

Otis, and Dr. Gonzales, Mr. Kleine, Mr. Kaplan, and Mr. Grant. We
 

certairay do apprecia+e all that you have said to us.
 



APPENDIX II
 

TITLE: 	 QUANTITATIVE PELATIONSHITPS 1ETWEEN ECONOMIC
 
DEVELOPMENT AND COMY.UINTTY WATER SUPPLIES
 

AUTHOR: 	 John A Logan, Chairman, Civil Engineering Department
 
Northwestern University 

In accordance with modern theories of economic development, investment
 

in community water supplies should be considered as a part of the social

overhead 	 capital needed to develop and maintain a technologically-based 

society.
 

While supplies can have little justification from an economic point
 

of view in the so-called traditional economies, such as large parts of
 

Africa and Asia, where the population is primarily rural and is engaged in
 

agriculture, they are needed when development begins. This, according to
 

Dr. W. W. Rostow of M.I.T., is when a country decides that its physical 

environment is not determined solely by nature ard providence, but that it 

is rather: "an ordered world that can be manipulated in ways uhich yield 

productive change,' (1). In other words, in areas where the physical 

environment dominates, man is in effect the slave of his environment.
 

Planned progress begins only when he realikes that his physical environment 

can be controlled and decides to make use of science and technology for 

that purpose. 

In the development upward from the traditional economies of countries
 

such as those of central Arfica to the mass consumption economies of Canada,
 

the United States and Great Britain, Rostow has categorized three intermediate
 

stages:
 

1. transition
 

2. take-off
 

3. the maturing economy 



Social-overhead capital is particularly important in the transition period,
 

the time when a country makes its first conscious attempt to break away from 

primitive agriculture and makes the changes in investment and labor neces

sary for the use of modern mass-production techniques. Overhead capital in

cludes not only the investment needed for municipal water supplies, but also
 

for other service facilities such as highways, power, railroads, irrigation,
 

police protection, education, etc.
 

All of these services have both social and economic implications; in

vestment in municipal water supply, for example, brings returns in health 

and comfort as well as economic growth. While it is difficult, if not 

impossible, to translate comfort and convenience into economic terms, public 

health and economic development are more amenable to evaluation in terms of 

dollars and cents. It will be the purpose of thiL paper to indicate ap

proaches to these latter problems.
 

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

The problem of determining the precise role of municipal water supplies
 

in commercial and industrial developrient is difficult. As with other social

capital investments there is no general agreement on measures of effective:

ness or on the importance of water as compared to other factors such as 

power or education. There is, however, a groping interest on the part of 

economists in development and a sizeable background of research and investi

gational work. Because of their philosophy of a planned economy, Russian 

economists have been paying particular attention to economic development, 

but reports reaching the United States as late as 1958 (2) show no agreement 

as to indices of capital effectiveness, 

There are, however, a great many statements which support the impor

tance of municipal water supply to industry, and in the absence of exact 



analysis economists have been willing to accept these as indicative 
or as
 

illustrative examples. Typical of these is 
a recent advertisement of the
 

New York State Department of Commerce (3) which appear3d in the Wall Street 

Journal entitled: CW . oMOST COMPLETE REPORT ON WATER EVE ASSEMBLED. The 

advertisement stresses the importance of water quality and quantity in plant
 

location and the fact that New York State is uniquely endowed with water
 

resources and can meet any demand for either ground or surface supplies.
 

A United Nations publication, WATER POP PTDUSTRhTL USE (4), states 

in part:
 

Water supply is gaining in importance as a location fac
tor and is playing a decisive role in the location of an
 
increasing number of new or expanding industries and even 
in the relocation of existing ones experiencing the pro
blems of inadequate quantity or quality of water and ris
ing costs---In the United States, by 1975, access to good

water may become the most important factor in deciding where
 
to locate industries---Information (concerning water quan
tity and quality)...may have important implications for
 
underdeveloped areas of the world now embarking on a pro
gram of industrial development.
 

The Tennessee Valley Authority has recognized the importance of
 

municipal water supplies in the overall development of the Valley and has
 

stressed the necessity of making adequate provision for industrial con

sumption in planning. In a recent report they state in part (5): 

The use of water for municipal water supply directly ef
fects more people in the Tennessee Valley than any +.ther 
use. In addition to supplying water for domestic and com
mercial uses, these systems are used as primary sources
 
of water for most small industcies and many large in
dustries...
 

The economic well-being of this region is, of course,

directly related to continued industrial development in
 
the area. The part that is playod in this economic pic
ture by water resources is being realized more each day...
 
New industries have an enviable opportunity in site
 



planning as related to water supply. Among the variety of
 
sites available can be found water tailored to meet any
 
need---Many industries use several sources of water. For
 
instance, it is quite common in industry to obtain potable
 
water from a nearby municipality, cooling water from an
 
adjacent stream and proces' water from a well drilled on
 
the plant grounds,
 

Some of the figures for consumption in the Valley should be of
 

particular interest to newly developing areas. For example, in 1945 the
 

domestic use of water in Chattanooga was 55 GPCD, industrial use was
 

122 GPCD; in 1956 the comparative figures were 70 GPCD domestic and 150
 

GPCD industrial. In Columbia, Tenn. in 1945, water use was 22 GPCD do

mestic and 35 GPCD industrial; in 1956 the figures were 50 domestic and 

145 industrial. A breakdown of water-use in Columbia and il Decatur, 

Alabama, for 1955 is shown in Tables 1 and 2. 

Texas has recognized the vital importance of water supply in the
 

development of its resources and has made plans to utilize all of the
 

water available in connection with state development. The State philos

ophy can be summed up from a statement made in their 1958 Water Develop

ment Report ( 6 )g 

(Assuming that adequate water supplies of acceptable
 
quality will be made available at a reasonable cost0 ..)
 
In view of the tremendous economic benefits arising
 
from the projected urban and industrial growth, it is
 
apparent that control and development of water consti
tutes that staters most important economic problem0
 

There is no lack of examples of how adequate, safe, economical and
 

reliable municipal supplies can attract industry0 South Bend, Indiana,
 

has added 36 new industries and has had a:- expansion of 26 old ones in the
 

three years since developing their new supply (7). in the Simpsonville-


Fountain Inn area in South Carolina, the so-called Golden Strip, a water
 

district was organized for the primary purpose of attracting industry, 

a $900,000.00 bond issue wao approved by a ratio of 64:1 by the popula

http:900,000.00


tion of 1290. Tn two years new industries alone have provided employent
 

for some 15O0 persons and property values have doubled and in some cases
 

trebled (P).
 

PesideF its importance as a service, water can play an important role
 

in stimulating the wide variety of industries which are needed for the
 

water supply systems themselves; the manufacture of pipe, plumbing and
 

bathi-oom fixtures, pumps, etc. Although there is little published data
 

on this, it is none the less real and has been reported in widely
 

scattered areas, from the Amazon Valley to India.
 

Dr. John T..Henderson, in a personal cummunication following a recent
 

visit which he made to Puerto Rico, stated that the number of industrial
 

consumers served by the Puerto Rico 1Cater and Sewer Authority had increased
 

from 775 in 1949-50 to lh9 in l55&-5,, an increase of approximately 200%, 

with an increase in consumption of over 4OO% (9). The 149F industrial 

customers comprised only 0.6%of the total number of connected services, but 

industrial-customer water revenues amounted to A498,436.00 under the
 

graduated rate schedule, or about 't of the total 1558-59 water revenues of
 

A7,350,nOO.OO. Average receipts per industrial customer were about
 

$3,325°00 per year. Total industrial water use in that period was 2200
 

million gallons, or 7% of the total water produced. Mr. Henderson states
 

that "the contribution (of the authority to industry) is particularly
 

impressive. While this growth was not due to Acueductos activities alone,
 

it is also obvious that substantial growth of industries served by public
 

water supplies would have been impossible under the conditions which existed
 

when Acueductos was established."
 

Data on the commercial use of water in Puerto Rico is equally impressive,
 

as can be seen from the following table (Table III):
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TABLE I 

MUNICIPAL WATE USE 
Columbia, Tennessee, 1955 

Population Served - 18,500 

Mean Use 

(GaDay) 

Industrial Customers: 

Foremost Dairies 70,900 

Kraft Cheese Co. 18,100 

Parks-Harris Packing Co. 7,500 

Borden Milk Co. 7,100 

Oakes Chair Factory 3,100 

Tennessee Knitting Mill 11,000 

Columbia Rock Products 1,600 

Shea Chemical Co. 634,400 

National Carbon Co. 307,700 

E. I. duPont deNemours Co. 315,800 

Industrial Customers Total 1,377,200 

Commercial Customers 757,800 

Domestic Customers 585,000 

TOTAL USE 2,720,000 

(Source, TVA) 



TABLE II 

MUNICIPAL NATEff SUPPLY 
Decatur, Alabama, 1955 

Population Served - 26,000 

Industrial Customers:
 

Wolverine Tube Co. 


Chemstrand Corp. 


Decatur Iron & Steel Co. 


Farm Industries, Inc. 


Ingall's Shipbuilding Corp. 


Southern Cotton Oil Co. 


Alabama Flour Mill 

Worthington Corp. 

Alabama Hosiery Mill 

Goodyear Mills 


Industrial Customers Total 


Commercial Customers 


Domestic Customers 


TOTAL USE 


Mean Use
 
t~alDay) 

1,708,000
 

339,000
 

33,900
 

1.5,000 

28,900
 

13,000
 

38,700
 

52,600 

11,300 

101,200
 

2,471,600
 

202,600
 

2,325,800
 

5,000,000
 

(Source, TVA) 



TABLE ITI 

PUERTO RICO NATER AND 
SEWE AUTHORIT (9) 

Comparison of Commercial and Industrial Water use During 1958-59 

Commercial Industrial 

No. of Customers 22,255 I98 

Water Revenue in Millions $2.17 $0.5 

Percent of Total Water Revenue 30% 7% 

Average knnual Revenue/Customer $98.00 $344.00 

Total Water Consumption N.A. 2200 M.G. 

Annual Consumption/Customer N.A. 1.52 M.G. 



in the A1IA survey made in 1955, of the 497 U.S. water supplies serving 
populations of 10,000 or more, slightly less than 50% of their revenue came 

from residential LIles; about 20% was commercial and roughly 31% industrial 

(10). However, there are certain misconceptions as to the use of municipal
 

water supplies as a key factor to economic development in the United States;
 

the largest quantities of water used are by the heavy industries from sources
 

other than municipal supplies. 
Five per cent of industrial plants use about
 

P0% of the total water consumption, mostly for the generation of electric
 

power from steam, for steel mills, petroleum refineries, pulp and paper
 

mills, etc. 
The plants in this category use more than 10,000,000 gallons
 

of water per day, practically all of it from private sources; on the other
 

hand, 67.3% of the plants surveyed (those using less than 250,000 gallons
 

per day) use only 1.2% of the water used by industry as a whole. It is
 

this latter group of plants to whom municipal supplies must cater.(ll).
 

A study of industrial water use made by the Bureau of the Census in
 

1954 confirms the above relationships (12). Manufacturers with a gross
 

water intake of 20 M.G. per year and over (approximatly 75000 G.P.D.), or
 

3.6% of 286,817 manufacturers, use 97.4%of the total. Of ,his total 

16.4% is from public supply. 

Water is a unique ccminodity. Its role in industrial development is
 

more as a catalytic agent and a service rather than a raw material, and
 

only a relatively small amount of the water used by industry enters the
 

final manufactured product. It must, however, be safe from a health point
 

of view, it must meet minimum standards of quality, it must be available
 

in adequate quantities and it must be reliable. 
It must be sold at an
 

attractive price, for although large industrial users can adjust the cost of
 

water through the practice of conservation and reuse, small industries have
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very little scope for this practice.
 

The price of water depends on circumstances; if it is very sciarce, it 

is priceless, but, on the other hand, in order to use it as dilution water 

in waste disposal it has to be very cheap. Municipal water systems in the 

United States are able to deliver treated water for about 10 cents per ton, 

and this is a reasonable guide for costs anywhere. 

The problem of actually determinig the role of municipal water supplies
 

in economic development is both difficult and cGmplicated. It has been
 

grossly neglected by the public health profession, not so much because of
 

its difficulty but because few have seen its importance. In view of the
 

fact that the future of municipal water supply development throughout the
 

world will depend in a large measure on being able to emphasize its key
 

role in economic development, it behooves engineers in the Imternational
 

field to collect all of the facts that can be obtained and make them avail

able for further study. 

PUBLIC HEALTH 

Public water supply is "the foundation on which rests the health and
 

economic progress of the community" (13). Its importance to public health
 

vAries, however, with individual communities and different countries, and 

must be evaluated on the basis of the prevalence and severity of water

borne and filth-borne disease. Because of the indivisibility of water and
 

health. it is perhaps best to first attempt an evaluation of the economic 

importance of public health, and then to determine which portion of this is
 

due to water. 

Campbell and Morehead, in 1952 (14), suggepted as an approach to the 

effectiveness of public health in Brazil, an analysis of the working
 



population (men and women between the a*-es of 20 and 65) per million total
 

population. They recognized that a comparison with the population distri

bution in developed 7ountries such as the United States would reveal a
 

major difference; a higher percentage of working population in the developed
 

areas and a higher percentage of dependents in the developing countries,
 

The age group between 20 and 65 provide the basic wealth which supports
 

both the young (below 20) and the aged (over 65), and determines the stand

ard of living of the country as a whole.
 

The high percentage of manpower is the productive age group in the
 

United States (55 per cent), is primarily due to past investments which
 

have been made in public health. In the illustration shown (figure 1),
 

comparing the population of Colombia with that of the United States,
 

approximately 10% more of the population of the U.S, (100,000 more per
 

1,000,000) lies in the 20-65 age group. On an annual basis this means that
 

the United States has 100,000 more man-years of productive potential per
 

million people than Colombia.
 

To this should be added an efficiency factor. U.S. workers are among
 

the most productive in the world, partly, at least, because of their stand

ards of health and the absence of chronic debilitating diseases such as
 

malaria, enteritis, tuberculosis, etc. Conservatively, this has been
 

estimated at 100% (U.S. workers are estimated to be twice as efficient as 

Colombians). This widens the margin (the 100,000 difference per million
 

is effectively 200,000); 44 % of Colombians fall into ths productive age
 

group, the U.S. percentage is 55, but it has a relative effectiveness of 

110, an overall advantage over Colombia of almost 300 per cent per million 

people. This manpower advantage is highly significant; if you multiply it 

by the power (HP) available to individual workers in the United States and 

Colombia, the disparity in the productive power of the two countaies is 
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further evident.
 

Economists have been reluctant to recognize the importance of invest

ments in health as a factor in capital development. Professor Schultz of
 

the University of Chicago recently pointed out, however, that measu-es to
 

increase the strength and energy of people and to improve their health and
 

vitality should be considered as investments in human capital. These
 

"may go a long way in explaining the kind of economic growth that we have 

been achieving and that poor countries everywhere would like to understand 

,,7ith a view to using this experience to improve their economic lot" (15). 

In order to present a detailed analysis of the investment potential
 

of public health projects, particularly of municipal water supplies, ad

ditional data are needed. These include accurate data on the cap:.tal
 

investment required and a breakdown of the resulting effect on morbidity,
 

mortality and public health.
 

There is no standard cost for the production of "units" of public
 

health, as there is, for example, in the production of power or irriga

tion. Some of the basic requirements for health in certain countries 
can
 

be met very cheaply, for example, as low as five cents per capita for the 

eradication of yaws and two dollars per capita for the eradication of
 

malaria. 

A big difference in comparing public health costs in different
 

countries depends on the extent to which the program includes the pro

vision of routine medical care for the individual. Winslow (16) has re

ported on the cost of preventive and curative health services and is of the
 

opinion that in the developed areas of the world, a purely preventive 



program can be financed at a c.:At of about 0.5%of the national. income, 

while a curative program will cost about ten times this anourt. 

Overall public-hea].th experlitures in the United States are estimated 

at about S5.00 per capita per ear, but this does not Include the costs 

of water., sewerage. solid--waste disposal, etco ?Public water supplies re

quire an annual expenditure in the order of froa $8.00 to $30.00 to cover 

both first cost and operations the cost in developing countries is sub

stantially lower. 

The effect of water supply on morbidity and mortality has been amply 

demonstrated. Vital statistics are usually broken down into caLegories 

which make it possible to evaluate the importance of water-borne disease to 

death rates in ar given couatry (mortality by age and sex for typhoid; 

cholera and dysentery; gastritis, duodenitis, enteritis and colitis---


International Categories B B5-6 B36). There are a number of excellent 

sources of information on the effect of water-born disease on morbidity, 

such as Verhoestraete and Puffer (17) and the WHO (18). 

The problem of translating the benefits of public health into dollars
 

and cents has been explored by a number of economists; one of the most
 

promising studies is that recently completed by Waisbrod (19). Using the
 

stream-of-earning3 method, based on the reported median income and consump

tion if high-school graduates and their probability of Jife, he obtains the 

present value of net future earnings by age and sex, using discount rates 

of both 4 and 10 per cent (see figure 2). 

Weisbrodgs analysis is based on the thesis that, from an economic 

point of view, loss of life means the loss of a productive unit (and of a 

consuming unit as well). He assumes that earnings are a reasonably adequate 
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measure of the value of the marginal product of a worker, but not of a
 

housewife, whose measure is computed differently.
 

Using this same approach 74eisbrod states that it would be practical
 

to obtain present-value curves for the developing countries and that these,
 

in turn, could provide a basis for assessing the benefits of their public
 

health programs, including the effect of municipal water supply.
 

A more direct approach to the economic Justification of public water
 

supplies was taken by Wagner and Wannoni in Venezuela in 1958 (20). They
 

calculated that for an annual expenditure of approximately $6,5OO,O00o00, 

to cover the amortization and operation of small municipal supplies,
 

Venezuela could obtain an annual return of some $50,000,000.00 or a return 

on the money invested of 800%. These figures were based on the provision 

of safe water to an additional 2,000,000 people in the irural area of 

Venezuela (75 liters per capita per day); the economic benefits were 

calculated on the man-days of time which would be saved by avoiding pre

mature death and sickness and the savings in medicine and medical service.
 

The calculations are conservative.
 

C. H. Atkins of the United States Public Health Service has also cal

culated the economic benefits of water supplies in a number of different
 

countries, the calculations based on the cost of typhoid fever, diarrhoea 

and enteritis. Atkinn reports the entire cost of water supplies and 

latrines in many countries could be recovered from savings in from two to 

five years (21). 

Perhaps the economies of health can be summed up best by a statement 

made by Dr. E. Ross Jenney (22) in his terminal report on leaving Brazil 
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in 1959. Dr. Jenney wrote: 

In the complicated network of economic deficiencies
 
(in the underdeveloped areas), the improvement of a
 
mants health is an achievement that will neither create
 
a new need, nor in turn depend upon another capital
 
investment for its success. It is unique in that it is 
a successfu.l and in itself, economically basic, 
politically unquestionable, and in most cases technically
 
negotiable. Sometimes, as in the eradication of a
 
disease, it is a single investment, ended forever, a
 
paid-up endowment for the infinite future. We are living 
on such an endowment; the underdeveloped areas are not, 
and this most acute difference is reflected in every
facet of economic and cultural contrast. 
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